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As I start out my note, I would like to wish you all a very happy 2021 and hope that it will be a very good year for you filled 
with good health, peace and prosperity. The year hasn’t quite started out this way, however, I trust that things can only get 
better from where we are now. While reflecting on last year and the recent past, it reoccurred to me that one would assume 
that 2020 was a really terrible year from an investment market perspective. Interestingly enough though, this was not the 
case as most South African balanced funds ended the year with returns close to or above inflation. Not what we would have 
expected considering where we were at in March 2020. What is interesting is that while 2018 was a good year worldwide 
from an economics perspective, virtually every index was negative for the 12 months ending December 2018. I had already 
forgotten how bad a year 2018 was returns-wise.

Looking at our own fund performance, the investment team has done a sterling job during the course of the year and 
decisions made in 2019 and 2020 regarding manager selection and asset allocation have really paid off. In addition, I believe 
that there is still upside from the fixed income building block as the long duration bonds held should deliver performance 
as yields come down. Already the start of this year has shown that our positioning is on point and hope that it stays that way.

I have heard that the most important chart of 2021 will be the vaccination rate for the countries across the world. In the 
UK the markets rebounded on the day that the vaccine roll-out was announced. Locally, this will be a statistic that we will 
probably all be following. 

It may well be that 2021 will end with the world taking a breather again, hopefully with the world getting closer to herd 
immunity from COVID-19, a post-Trump USA, a post-Brexit UK and a South Africa on a renewed growth path. My hope 
regarding the last point is based on a very good webcast that my colleague Dave Mohr delivered late last year where he 
looked at the topic “How to stay positive after 5 tough years”. There are a number of things that, if they fall into place, can  
lead to sustainable growth locally. You can access talk on the BrightTALK.com website and search for “How do you stay 
positive after 5 tough years?”

Having taken a breather myself over the past 3 weeks I am looking forward to a good year ahead. I expect a lot of foundational 
work done in 2020 will hold us in good stead for the years ahead. Our approvals are pretty much in place to market our top 
performing retail offshore funds, the Ease of Doing business enhancements across the Wealth business, the positioning of 
our Funds and the relationships created in our Tailored Fund Portfolio business all support the prospects of a good year and 
excellent client service.

Thanks once again for all your support. If there is any way in which we can support you better, please let us know.

All the best and stay well,

Trevor

BUSINESS UPDATE
TREVOR PASCOE
MD | Old Mutual Multi-Managers
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OVERVIEW OF OUR INVESTMENT OFFERINGS

FUND CATEGORY

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Max 28 Fund

Strategy Funds
Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 1-3%

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 3-5%

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 5-7%

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Defensive Balanced Fund Risk Aware Fund

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Managed Fund Peer Fund

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Money Market Fund Specialist Fund

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Balanced Tracker Fund 

Tracker FundsOld Mutual Multi-Managers Moderate Tracker Fund 

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Conservative Tracker Fund 

THE FUND DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES ARE OUTLINED BELOW: 

STRATEGY FUNDS
The Strategy Funds are a set of investment strategies that is constructed to achieve specific real return (after-inflation) targets over 
a recommended minimum investment period. The objectives of the Strategy Funds are summarised as follows:
•  Max 28 Fund - aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+6-7% over a ten-year period
•  Inflation Plus 1-3% Strategy – aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+1-3% over a three-year period
•  Inflation Plus 3-5% Strategy – aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+3-5% over a five-year period
•  Inflation Plus 5-7% Strategy – aims to achieve returns equal to CPI+5-7% over a seven-year period

RISK AWARE FUND 
The Risk Aware Fund consists of the Defensive Balanced Fund. This Fund has dual objectives of short-term capital protection and 
long-term inflation-beating returns:
•  Defensive Balanced Fund – CPI+4% - capital protection over rolling 12-month periods

PEER FUND
The Managed Fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) and will seek to provide 
a truly diversified solution for investors looking for real growth of capital over the long term. The Fund invests across all permissible 
asset classes including domestic equities, bonds, cash, property and offshore assets (up to a maximum of 30%). An additional 
allocation to Africa of 5% is allowed. Due to its multi-managed nature, the Fund is expected to provide similar returns to the 
average single-managed balanced fund over time, but with lower volatility. This policy-based investment is specifically designed 
for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act. It is thus suitable for retirement 
fund investors.

SPECIALIST FUNDS
The Money Market Fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) aimed to target 50 
basis points (before fees) above inflation over the medium to long term. This policy-based investment is specifically designed for 
institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

TRACKER FUNDS
The Tracker Funds invests in a range of indices diversified across various asset classes, and employs tactical asset allocation to 
position the strategy to achieve its return objective. The objectives of the Tracker Funds are summarised as follows:
•  Balanced Tracker Fund - aims to achieve a return of 4%-6% above inflation over rolling seven-year periods
•  Moderate Tracker Fund - aims to achieve a return of 3%-5% above inflation over rolling five-year periods.
•  Conservative Tracker Fund - aims to achieve a return of 1%-3% above inflation over rolling three-year periods.
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CLIENT COMMUNICATION SUMMARY
JO-ANN DE KLERK
Head | Marketing and Customer Support

Dear Clients

During the fourth quarter of 2020, we communicated to you on the following:

GENERAL BUSINESS 

•  Online Portal (October 2020)

Old Mutual Multi-Managers offers a secure front-end online portal that enables authorised users to access a variety of client 
specific reporting. This portal is named OMMM Connect and has been available to our clients since 2017.

OMMM Connect is available for all clients, consultants and administrators that Old Mutual Multi-Managers has on record 
as being a person authorised to access client specific information. In order to obtain access to OMMM Connect, please 
send an email with the full client name and entity number to ommmclientquery@ommm.co.za. Upon verification of your  
details, OMMM will send you a user ID along with a registration guide. The process takes up to 48 hours to complete.

ASSET MANAGER CHANGE 

•  Changes to Old Mutual Multi-Managers Money Market Fund (December 2020)

Effective November 2020, the Old Mutual Multi-Managers Money Market Fund will be managed by Futuregrowth Asset 
Management and Prescient Investment Management, each with a 50% allocation. Futuregrowth Asset Management 
replaces Sanlam Investment Management.

Should you wish to discuss any of these communications, please contact me on 021 524 4835. Note that the above is an 
extract from the original detailed communications. Please visit our website for the full communication.

Kind Regards

Kind regards
Jo-Ann
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FIGURE 1:  
2020 SA EQUITY BENCHMARK 
TOTAL RETURNS

While the number of listed companies on the JSE (and global markets for that matter) continues to decline, one thing 
the South African equity market isn’t short of are benchmark indices. In my relatively brief industry experience of 13 years, 
our South African equity building block has had three different benchmarks. I should point out, at this time, that this isn’t 
because we are indecisive, but more because we have moved with the general industry trend of following what is generally 
considered the most suitable benchmark for South African equity mandates at that particular point in time. 

When I joined the industry in 2008, our equity managers were benchmarked against the well-known JSE All Share Index 
(ALSI). We would change our equity benchmark later that year to the Shareholder Weighted Index (SWIX). The rationale 
for the change was that this index, with its free float weighting methodology, was more representative of the investable 
universe for South African equity managers. Free float is the portion of a company’s stock that is freely tradable in the 
market. The ALSI ranking methodology, which is done by gross market capitalisation, ensured that dual-listed stocks such 
as Anglo American and BHP Billiton carried high concentrated weights in the index at that point in time. As a result, the 
ALSI had a highly concentrated Basic Materials sector component (commonly referred to as Resources). 

The SWIX generally worked as a suitable market benchmark up until recently. In recent years the concentration risk in the 
SWIX has also risen, driven by the meteoric rise in the share price and weight of Naspers in the index on the back of their 
investment in Chinese internet company Tencent. Naspers currently accounts for roughly a quarter of the SWIX, despite 
their recent unbundlings and separate listings of MultiChoice and Prosus, while the other 141 index constituents make up 
the rest. It was in response to the significant concentration risk and in the interest of prudent portfolio management that 
we changed our benchmark to the Capped SWIX in February 2018. With the Capped SWIX the weight of Naspers is capped 
at a maximum of 10% of the overall index, which resets on a quarterly basis.

The proliferation of equity market benchmarks in South Africa has led to some confusion and caveats that need to 
accompany the answer to the simple question: “How did the SA equity market do this year?” That question is answered in 
the chart below, which shows the 2020 total returns for arguably the four most popular South African equity benchmarks. 
Despite having the same underlying constituents, there is quite a wide range of outcomes which can largely be explained 
by the differing weighting methodologies that each has.

THE MANY SOUTH AFRICAN  
EQUITY MARKETS  
MICHAEL DODD
Head SA Equity, Old Mutual Multi-Manager Investments
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In looking to understand these performance differences, it is also important to know how the underlying industry sectors 
performed in 2020 as well. As you will see later in this article, the different weighting methodologies of the equity market 
indices result in certain stocks and sectors being more prominent in some indices relative to others. The 2020 total returns 
for the JSE industry sectors can be seen in the chart below. 2020 was a good year for Technology companies, which were 
led higher by the strong performance of Naspers and Prosus, and Basic Materials companies, where the Gold, Platinum 
and Diversified miners performed well. In contrast, companies in the Industrials and Financials industry sectors generally 
struggled. 

COMPARING THE ALSI AND THE CAPPED SWIX
To understand the reasons for the significant difference in performance between equity benchmarks that contain exactly 
the same stocks, it is important to look into the differences in exposures between those benchmarks. In this section, we 
look at the differences between the ALSI and the Capped SWIX. First, in the chart below we look at the different industry 
sector weights for the two indices as at end-December 2020. The sectors on the left of the chart feature more prominently 
in the ALSI while the sectors on the right of the chart feature more prominently in the Capped SWIX. Basic Materials and 
Technology, the two top-performing JSE industry sectors in 2020, have a relative overweight in the ALSI. Similarly, one of 
the worst performing JSE industry sectors of 2020, Financials, is a relative overweight for the Capped SWIX. This goes a 
long way towards explaining the difference in performance for the 2020 calendar year. 

FIGURE 2:  
2020 SA INDUSTRY SECTOR 
TOTAL RETURNS
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FIGURE 3:  
ALSI AND CAPPED SWIX 
SECTOR WEIGHTS AS AT  
END-DECEMBER 2020
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In addition, there are some notable differences at a single stock level. Using end-December 2020 weights, there are five 
counters that have a significantly higher weight in the ALSI than the Capped SWIX. These “overweights” can be seen in 
the table below. These are stocks that are either dual-listed, and hence carry a higher weight based on the ALSI weighting 
methodology, or are “uncapped” in the case of Naspers. Similar to the observations on the sectors above, what is also 
noticeable is the extent of the outperformance of these ALSI “overweight” shares.

The relative sizes of the various industry sectors and individual securities is nicely summarised by the two treemaps below. 
The larger the rectangles in the chart, the higher the weight in the respective equity market benchmarks as at end-
December 2020. 

NAME SECTOR CAPPED SWIX 
WEIGHT ALSI WEIGHT ALSI 

“OVERWEIGHT”
2020 TOTAL 

RETURN

BHP Group Plc Basic Materials 2.44% 11.18% 8.74% 23.9%

Naspers Ltd -N- Technology 9.40% 17.36% 7.96% 32.1%

Compagnie Fin Richemont Consumer Goods 1.92% 9.10% 7.18% 21.4%

Anglo American plc Basic Materials 4.79% 8.15% 3.37% 24.5%

Mondi plc Basic Materials 1.01% 2.26% 1.25% 8.3%

FIGURE 4: ALSI CONSTITUENT TREEMAP AS AT END-DECEMBER 2020

FIGURE 5: CAPPED SWIX CONSTITUENT TREEMAP AS AT END-DECEMBER 2020
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WHY DO WE PREFER THE CAPPED SWIX?

Despite its relative underperformance compared to other equity benchmarks in recent years, we still believe that the 
Capped SWIX remains the most suitable benchmark for a South African equity portfolio. The SWIX free float weighting 
methodology provides the most accurate representation of the investable universe available to South African investors, 
while the capping of large index constituents reduces the concentration risk in the portfolio and affords the active 
managers that we appoint the ability to implement prudent active positions relative to the benchmark. Given that South 
Africa’s equity market is known for being one of the most concentrated in the world, we believe that concentration risk is 
an important risk to be mitigated when selecting your equity benchmark and managers. 

The table below shows both the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) and the combined weights of the top 10 constituents 
for the four most popular South African equity benchmarks as at end-December 2020. HHI is a common measure of 
market concentration where the higher the score, the more concentrated the market is. While still more concentrated 
than other global equity markets (the weight of the top 10 constituents for the US equity market’s S&P 500 Index is 27.4%, 
for example), the Capped SWIX is clearly the preferred option if you are looking to mitigate concentration risk in the South 
African equity market.

THE COMING CHANGES TO THE JSE INDUSTRY SECTOR CLASSIFICATIONS

In 2020 the JSE announced that they will be making structural changes to the Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB) 
framework that they use for categorising companies and securities. The changes become effective on 23 March 2021 and 
align the JSE’s sector classifications with other FTSE Russell indices. The main changes to the industry sector framework as 
a result of this change are as follows:

•  The creation of a separate Real Estate Industry Sector (currently Real Estate falls under Financials).

•  The expansion of the Telecommunications Industry Sector.

•  The adoption of a new Consumer Discretionary/Staples framework.

•  The renaming of the “Oil & Gas” Industry Sector to “Energy”.

HHI WEIGHT OF TOP 10 CONSTITUENTS

ALSI 645.33 60.1%

CAPI 460.83 54.8%

SWIX 688.87 50.4%

Capped SWIX 274.95 41.2%
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While these changes will have no real impact at an individual company level in terms of their weight in the broader 
market indices, some of the reclassifications will have an impact on the industry sector weights of the various benchmark 
indices. A comparison of the Capped SWIX sector weights as at end-December 2020 using the old framework and the new 
framework can be seen in the chart below. While the changes are fairly limited, the most notable change is the reduction 
of the Financials industry sector due to the establishment of the separate Real Estate industry sector. 

CONCLUSION
As you can see, the South African equity benchmark space is a multi-faceted one filled with nuance. While the ALSI 
remains the benchmark most often referenced in the media as the proxy for the South African equity market, the reality 
is that there are very few equity fund managers that still use the ALSI as the benchmark for their equity portfolios. A 
manager’s choice of benchmark is an important factor to take into account when evaluating the performance of South 
African equity managers. This is of particular importance given the difference in performance of those benchmarks and 
also if the manager in question employs a portfolio construction approach that is benchmark cognisant in nature. It 
complicates manager evaluation in the South African equity space to a certain extent, but this is something that we at  
Old Mutual Multi-Managers as specialists in manager research are well-equipped to deal with. 

FIGURE 6:  
CAPPED SWIX SECTOR 
WEIGHTS AS AT END-
DECEMBER 2020 USING 
THE OLD AND NEW 
ICB INDUSTRY SECTOR 
FRAMEWORKS
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SYNOPSIS:
•  Global equities finish the year at record high levels
•  Strong finish for local bonds and equities too
•  More gains for the rand as the dollar falls 

GLOBAL
The spectacular November rally continued into December as mass Coronavirus vaccinations got underway in several 
countries. Policy support remains ample, with the US Congress agreeing on a $900 billion fiscal support package.  

The US S&P 500 returned 3.8% in December on the way to a new record high. The US benchmark returned 18.4% in 2020 
despite the US economy suffering a very deep recession. 

The Eurostoxx 600 Index returned 2.6% in euros in December, narrowing the 2020 loss to 1.5%. Japan’s Nikkei 225 also had 
a very strong month with a 3.9% return in yen. In contrast to Eurozone equities, the Japanese market was positive in 2020 
with a return of 18% in yen.

Emerging market equities surged in December, helped by a softer dollar. The MSCI Emerging Market Index gained 7.4% in 
the month, with Korea, Russia and Brazil delivering double digit dollar returns. For 2020, the EM benchmark finished ahead 
of developed markets, returning an impressive 18.7% thanks largely to Chinese and Korean shares.

 Our global equity benchmark, the MSCI All Country World Index, combines developed and Emerging Markets. It returned 
4.6% in December, which pushed the return for 2020 to 16.3%. Of the 11 major sectors, energy and real estate ended the year 
in the red. IT and consumer discretionary were the major winners, returning 44% and 37% respectively.

Global bond returns were positive in December, as narrowing credit spreads offset marginally higher sovereign yields. The 
benchmark US 10-year Treasury yield ended the month a few basis points higher at 0.9%. It started the year at 1.9%. The 
Bloomberg Global Aggregate Bond index returned 1.34% in December and 9.2% in 2020. 

Global listed property followed equity markets higher in December, with the FTSE/EPRA Nareit Developed Index returning 
3.5% in dollars. However, unlike the broad equity market, it hasn’t recovered from Coronavirus-related losses as there is still 
tremendous uncertainty over the future of office buildings and shopping malls in a post-pandemic world. The index ended 
the year 9% below where it started. 

The US dollar lost further ground during the month as rising risk appetite reduced demand for the world’s safe haven  
currency. The greenback lost 2.3% against the euro in December to end the year at $1.22. This was 9% lower than at the start 
of the year. 

Most commodities rallied in December but the big winner was iron ore. It gained 21% to hit a seven-year high as robust 
demand from Chinese steelmakers collided with supply concerns. Oil ended the year above $51 per barrel after climbing 8% 
in December. However, it was still 21% lower than at the start of the year. 

LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL 
MARKET COMMENTARY
IZAK ODENDAAL
Investment Strategist
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LOCAL

Local equities had a strong finish to the year. The FTSE/JSE All Share Index returned 4.2% in December which raised its 2020 
return to 7%. Our preferred benchmark, the less-concentrated FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX lagged the All Share for most of 
the year due to its lower resource and higher financials exposure. It returned 5.47% in December which wiped out the first 
quarter losses and left it flat for the year. 

Resources shares rallied 9.5% in December as commodity prices rose. Resources returned 10.9% in November and an 
impressive 21.2% for 2020 as a whole. 

Industrials were marginally negative in November, lagging the other major sectors as Chinese regulatory concerns weighed 
on Naspers/Prosus. However, industrials finished the year with a decent 12% return. 

Financial shares had another strong month, but this was not enough to wipe out the earlier losses. The sector ended the  
year down 19.7% despite returning 8.3% in December. Financial shares tend to be more focused on the domestic economy 
than industrials and resources.

Listed property rallied strongly in December and was the top performing local asset class. The FTSE/JSE All Share Index 
returned 13%, but the 2020 loss remains substantial at 35%. 

Bonds also rallied in December. The All Bond Index returned 2.4% in November, and ended the year well ahead of cash 
and inflation with an 8.7% return. This despite the rapidly rising government debt, net selling by foreigners and ratings 
downgrades. Inflation-linked bonds returned 2.2% in the month and 3.9% in 2020.

The rand had another positive month in December, gaining 5% against the US dollar. It gained against sterling and the euro 
too, but not to the same extent. The main reason is improving global risk appetite, strong commodity prices and a weaker 
dollar. Local fundamentals have been less relevant in the recovery from the March/April blow-out. The rand ended the year  
at R14.69 against the dollar, 5% weaker than at the start of 2020. This still provides a modest boost to offshore returns for 
local investors. 

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute financial advice in any way or form. It is important to consult a financial planner to receive 
financial advice before acting on any information contained herein. Old Mutual Wealth and its directors, officers and employees shall not be responsible and disclaims 
all liability for any loss, damage (whether direct, indirect, special or consequential) and/or expense of any nature whatsoever, which may be suffered as a result of or 
which may be attributable, directly or indirectly, to the use of, or reliance upon any information contained in this document. Old Mutual Wealth is brought to you 
through several authorised Financial Services Providers in the Old Mutual Group who make up the elite service offering.
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MARKET INDICES PERFORMANCE TABLE
April 2002 - December 2020 (not annualized if less than 1 year)

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 1 YEAR 3 YEARS 5 YEARS 7 YEARS 10 YEARS

JSE AllShare (J203T) 4.24% 9.75% 10.49% 7.00% 3.12% 6.36% 6.82% 9.61%

JSE SWIX (J403T) 3.95% 9.91% 9.54% 2.61% -0.31% 4.57% 5.92% 9.28%

JSE Top 40 (J200T) 3.98% 8.88% 9.56% 9.97% 4.26% 6.54% 7.05% 9.81%

JSE FINI (J580T) 8.33% 19.54% 17.58% -19.67% -9.65% -1.28% 3.13% 8.16%

JSE INDI (J257T) -0.96% 7.38% 4.92% 12.00% 0.19% 2.86% 6.46% 12.39%

JSE RESI (J210T) 9.24% 7.85% 14.01% 21.11% 21.36% 21.90% 5.51% 3.70%

JSE Midcaps (J201T) 6.62% 13.69% 15.21% -14.37% -3.68% 4.01% 4.34% 7.51%

JSE Smallcaps (J202T) 5.41% 21.91% 26.14% -0.28% -6.52% 0.33% 2.36% 6.85%

JSE Gold Mining (J150T) 6.26% -24.83% -22.34% 36.52% 44.47% 30.78% 22.09% 4.81%

JSE Value (J330T) 5.96% 11.66% 12.48% -5.94% -1.55% 4.62% 1.75% 5.44%

JSE Growth (J331T) 2.80% 8.16% 8.89% 19.20% 7.53% 8.51% 10.68% 12.58%

ALBI 2.44% 6.71% 8.27% 8.65% 8.88% 10.43% 8.22% 8.24%

FTSE/JSE Africa SA List Prop 
(SAPY) (J253T) 13.68% 22.19% 4.92% -34.49% -20.68% -8.42% -1.79% 3.52%

S&P 500 -1.44% -1.24% 3.28% 24.37% 20.88% 13.99% 18.50% 23.34%

FTSE 100 INDEX 0.19% 2.55% -2.07% -7.16% 0.25% -1.87% 1.48% 7.69%

COMPOSITE DAX INDEX 0.96% -0.83% 3.48% 19.95% 9.06% 7.19% 9.56% 15.70%

NIKKEI 225 INDEX -0.48% 6.55% 8.77% 28.27% 15.99% 9.75% 13.36% 16.69%

MSCI World Index -1.03% 0.45% 4.20% 22.37% 17.67% 11.62% 15.22% 19.66%

STeFI 0.31% 0.97% 2.14% 5.39% 6.64% 6.97% 6.74% 6.36%

Currency: ZAR
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INDUSTRY UPDATES

ASHBURTON INVESTMENTS
During the quarter, Ashburton announced the departure of Heather Jackson from their impact investing team. Heather had been 
instrumental in establishing Ashburton Investments as one of the leading impact investing managers in South Africa. Heather has 
decided to pursue new opportunities outside of the FirstRand Group. 

Ringetani Ndlovu has been appointed as the new lead portfolio manager on the Ashburton Credit Enhanced Funds. Ringetani 
joined Ashburton Investments as a Senior Credit Analyst in March 2018. Rob Nagel, who has been actively involved with these 
funds since their inception in November 2014, also remains a portfolio manager on the funds. 

CORONATION FUND MANAGERS
Coronation announced a number of new appointments to their investment team during the year. Chumasande Thembisa joined 
the South African Equity team as a research assistant in March 2020. The Global Emerging Markets team have appointed Nicole 
Maduray (October 2020), Adam Spagnoletti (April 2020) and Ori Sachs (March 2020) to their team as analysts. Runé Fernhout 
joined the Global Developed Markets team in October 2020. Finally, Leila Joseph joined the equity investment team as an ESG 
analyst in March 2020.

Additionally, Coronation also announced the departure of Siphamandla Shozi, who leaves the South African Equity team after 15 
years. Siphamandla was the co-portfolio manager on Coronation’s Smaller Companies unit trust. 

LAURIUM CAPITAL
Laurium signed a Memorandum of Understanding to acquire 100% of the equity capital of Tantalum Capital during the quarter, 
which was held by the Tantalum management team and RMI Investment Managers. The four members of the Tantalum 
management team (Rob Oellermann, Mike Lawrenson, Melanie Stockigt and Simone Blanckenberg) join Laurium on a permanent 
basis following the formal implementation of the transaction. Rob Oellermann will continue to manage the existing multi-asset 
class mandates and will have a focus on global equity investing. Mike Lawrenson will continue coverage of the resources sector. 
Melanie Stockigt takes over responsibility as the portfolio manager on all fixed income funds. Simone Blanckenberg joins the 
business and operations team. 

Additionally, Laurium also announced the departure of two senior members of the investment team. Craig Sorour, whose focus 
was on global equities, left Laurium at the end of October 2020 and has decided to emigrate for family reasons. Craig was also 
responsible for coordinating South African equity research at Laurium, and Junaid Bray has taken over these responsibilities.  
JP du Plessis, who was Laurium’s fixed income portfolio manager, has also left the business. JP has moved to Methodical Investment 
Management to head a new fixed income capability at the firm. 

NITROGEN FUND MANAGERS
Nitrogen announced the departure of two members of their investment team during the fourth quarter. David Oberholzer, a 
junior analyst in the team, resigned with effect from 30 September 2020 to pursue a career in management consulting. Waldo du 
Plessis, a junior portfolio manager in the team, also tendered his resignation with effect from 6 November 2020. 

NORTHSTAR ASSET MANAGEMENT
Northstar announced the appointment of Rory Spangenberg as the new Chief Investment Officer of Northstar. Rory joined 
Northstar in January 2017 as a Director of Global Equities. Previously Adrian Clayton had been fulfilling the dual role of CEO and 
CIO, but the growth of the business has resulted in an important evolution of the two responsibilities into separate roles. All key 
investment responsibilities in the business remain unchanged. 

TEREBINTH CAPITAL
Terebinth announced a number of new additions to the team in the fourth quarter. Oyena Mtuzula joined the team as a Credit 
Analyst in September 2020, while Dumisani Ngwenza joined the team as a Quantitative Analyst in October. In addition, Mandy 
Pick was officially appointed as the Head of Operations.
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WHAT STOOD OUT IN Q4 2020?

In our research, commentary and weekly investment meetings, the following attracted particular attention.

VACCINES OFFER HOPE EVEN AS SECOND WAVE ENGULFS MANY COUNTRIES

The first approved Coronavirus vaccine was administered on 8 December in the UK. Since then, several million people have 
been vaccinated in a number of (mostly developed) countries. This is still only a small fraction of the world’s population, 
but does offer hope of a gradual return to normal. Three vaccines have been approved for use in developed countries, while 
China, Russia and India have each approved home-grown vaccines that still await acceptance in other countries. Several 
other vaccines are in final stages of testing.  

In the meantime, unfortunately, a new variant of the Coronavirus appears to be spreading much faster than the original, 
and has overwhelmed the UK in particular. It is not yet known how effective the various approved vaccines will be against 
this new variant. As the year drew to a close, new infections were still rising rapidly in the US, the world’s largest economy. 
A second wave was crashing over several countries. However, the economic toll of this second wave (or third, depending on 
how it is viewed) remains much smaller than the first. This is true even in places where strict lockdowns were implemented.  

POLICY REMAINS SUPPORTIVE 

Amid political drama as President Trump refuses to leave office quietly, the US Congress finally agreed to a $900 billion 
fiscal support package, the second largest in US history. (The largest was passed in March, the $2trn Cares Act.) The new bill 
includes $300 billion support for small businesses, a one-off direct payment of up to $600 for individual Americans, and a 
$300 top-up to weekly unemployment insurance payments. South Africans can only dream of such support from our cash-
strapped government. 

This might not be the last fiscal injection. The Democrats gained de facto control of the Senate after switching two seats in 
the early-January rerun of the Georgia election (the Senate will be split 50-50, with Vice-President Kamala Harris casting 
deciding votes when needed). Larger stimulus cheques to working Americans could be in the pipeline, along with significant 
infrastructure spending. 

In Europe, Hungary and Poland’s opposition to the implementation of the historic €750 billion pandemic recovery fund 
were finally overcome. Slightly more than half of the fund will be disbursed in the form of grants to the hardest-hit countries, 
with the remainder issued as loans. This money will come from the central European Union budget, funded by the issuance 
of EU bonds, the first time this will happen on a large scale. The recovery fund is over and above the support measures 
implemented by individual member states. 

MARKET INSIGHT
IZAK ODENDAAL
Investment Strategist
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COMMODITY BOOST FOR LOCAL ECONOMY

China, the world’s number two economy, has not suffered any second wave and is in fact experiencing robust growth. This has 
supported manufacturing activity and commodity prices.

For South Africa in particular, rising commodity prices through the course of 2020 has been a major positive. While the local 
economy has suffered greatly from the second quarter hard lockdown and the sustained voluntary and involuntary restrictions 
on movement and activity thereafter, exports have been robust. When December’s trade statistics are finally released, they are 
likely to show a record trade surplus for the 2020 calendar year. In 2020, the iron ore price jumped 70% (21% in December alone), 
copper increased by 26%, gold by 24%, palladium by 23% and platinum by 10%. Export coal prices increased by 9% (these are all 
in dollar terms). Agricultural products also saw decent price gains. The exception was crude oil, which fell 21%. But this suits us as 
South Africa is a net petroleum importer. 

As a result, the country posted a record current account surplus of almost R300 billion (5.9% of GDP) the third quarter. While 
the current account is likely to return to a deficit in 2021, it is likely to be modest. This alleviates one traditional source of concern, 
especially since the other deficit – the fiscal gap – is still historically large.  
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PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020

                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Max 28 Fund 6.1% 8.8% 3.2% 5.2% 7.4% 11.3% 12.6%

Strategy Return Target 9.7% 9.9% 10.5% 11.1% 11.3% 11.6% 12.3%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.
The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on 
the research team’s investigation and modelling. 
The diamonds indicate the current actual historical 
return over each period of the fund.
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YEAR/S TO 31 DECEMBER 2020

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MAX 28 FUND

The Fund is an amalgamation of the Old Mutual Multi-Managers Aggressive Fund and the Old Mutual Multi-Managers 
Inflation Plus 7% Strategy. 

INCEPTION DATE: October 1999 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R810.8m

COMMENTARY 

This quarter, the Fund returned 7.6% net with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 9.75% and the All Bond Index (ALBI) 
6.71%. The local property sector was up 23.62%.

Over the last 12 months, the Fund returned 5.2% net, local bond market returned 8.7%. Local listed property returns have remained 
volatile and are -35.5% lower for the 12 months to end December 2020. Local cash has returned 4.8% for the last 12 months. The 
JSE All Share Index (ALSI) delivered 7.0%.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MAX 28 FUND 

  STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against it’s 
performance target.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MAX 28 FUND

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This Investment Strategy gives you the opportunity to achieve maximum long-term growth. It invests in diversified portfolios 
of high-quality instruments. The strategy’s primary exposure will be to South African and international listed shares. It aims to 
achieve a return in the range of 6%-7% above inflation over rolling ten-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET
CPI +6.5%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy aims to achieve maximum capital growth over a long-term horizon and is therefore primarily invested 
in growth assets.

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.

ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 1  -  3% STRATEGY

INCEPTION DATE: 31 October 1999 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R713.5m

COMMENTARY 

The Inflation Plus 1-3% strategy returned 6.6% per annum over the recommended minimum investment period of three years. 
Over the last 12 months, this strategy returned 7.6%.

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020
                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 1-3% Strategy 8.4% 10.5% 7.2% 7.7% 8.5% 10.5% 12.5%

Strategy Return Target 5.2% 5.4% 6.0% 6.6% 6.8% 7.1% 7.8%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS 
AND CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range 
of returns over different investment periods, 
based on the research team’s investigation and 
modelling. The diamonds indicate the current 
actual historical return over each period of the 
Fund. 
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PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS INFLATION 
PLUS 1 - 3 STRATEGY 

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the Strategy’s 
performance against it’s performance 
target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 1  -  3% STRATEGY

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a steady pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified across 
various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, listed property 
and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 1%-3% above inflation over rolling three-year periods. This policy based 
investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds 
Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET:
CPI +2%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy is considered to be relatively conservative and therefore mainly invests in low risk asset classes such as 
cash and fixed income. This ensures that the strategy provides the necessary capital protection during volatile periods, while also 
being positioned to benefit from rising markets. 

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.

ASSET CLASS MANAGER SPLIT
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 3 -  5% STRATEGY

INCEPTION DATE: 30 June 2003 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R4.6bn

COMMENTARY 

The Inflation Plus 3-5% strategy returned 6.2% per annum over the recommended minimum investment period of five years. 
Over the last 12 months, this strategy returned 8.4%. 

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020
                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 3-5% Strategy 9.3% 10.6% 5.4% 6.8% 8.2% 11.1% 13.5%

Strategy Return Target 7.2% 7.4% 8.0% 8.6% 8.8% 9.1% 9.4%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on 
the research team’s investigation and modelling. The 
diamonds indicate the current actual historical return 
over each period.
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PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
INFLATION PLUS 3-5% STRATEGY

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS

ASSET CLASS MANAGER SPLIT
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 3 -  5% STRATEGY

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a reasonable pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified 
across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, fixed 
interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 3%-5% above inflation over rolling 
five-year periods. This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with 
Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET 
CPI +4%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy aims to achieve capital growth over a medium-term horizon and therefore has a moderate exposure 
to growth assets such as equities and a relatively lower exposure to income-generating asset classes.

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 5 -  7% STRATEGY

INCEPTION DATE: 31 October 1999 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R13.0bn

COMMENTARY 

The Inflation plus 5-7% strategy returned 6.8% per annum over the recommended minimum investment period of seven years. 
Over the last 12 months, this strategy returned 5.2%. 

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020
                                                                    % PERFORMANCE (P.A.)

1 YR 2 YRS 3 YRS 5 YRS 7 YRS 10 YRS SINCE INCEPTION

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Inflation Plus 5-7% Strategy 9.2% 10.6% 4.6% 6.3% 8.0% 11.6% 13.3%

Strategy Return Target 9.2% 9.4% 10.0% 10.6% 10.8% 11.1% 11.8%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS 
AND CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range 
of returns over different investment periods, 
based on the research team’s investigation and 
modelling. The diamonds indicate the current 
actual historical return over each period of the 
fund.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
INFLATION PLUS 5-7% STRATEGY 

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET 

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against it’s 
performance target.
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ASSET CLASS MANAGER SPLIT
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
INFLATION PLUS 5 -  7% STRATEGY

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a moderate to high pace. It invests in a range of portfolios 
diversified across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international 
cash, fixed interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 5-7% above inflation over 
rolling seven-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.

PERFORMANCE TARGET
CPI +6%

THE MAIN INVESTMENTS
This investment strategy is made up of underlying portfolios, which invest in specialist asset classes managed by various asset 
managers. Generally, the strategy may invest in South African and international cash, fixed interest securities, listed shares and 
listed property. This strategy aims to achieve high capital growth over a long-term horizon. It therefore has a high exposure to 
growth assets such as equities and minimum exposure to income-generating asset classes.

ASSET MANAGER PROFILES
Old Mutual Multi-Managers researches the market and appoints the most appropriate asset managers to manage the strategy’s 
underlying portfolios. After appointing asset managers, the investment team continually monitors the strategy, the underlying 
portfolios and the appointed managers and their investment processes to ensure that they remain appropriate. Old Mutual Multi-
Managers has selected a combination of asset managers to manage this strategy’s various underlying portfolios.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2002 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R696 409 777.9 

COMMENTARY

This quarter, the Fund returned 2.0% net with FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 9.75% and the All Bond Index (ALBI) 6.71%. 
The local property sector was up 23.62%.

As at the end of December 2020, exposure to asset classes for the Defensive Balanced Fund was as follows: domestic equities 
22.3%, domestic bonds 18.1% and 22.0% in cash. Offshore is close to 25.0%. The Fund has also maintained exposure to alternative 
asset classes such as private equity at 3.1%. 

Over the past quarter, SIM returned 0.9%, Coronation 5.76% and Ninety One 1.97%.

5 YEAR ANNUALISED RISK ADJUSTED RETURNS
Return (%) Std Dev (%)

OMMM Defensive Balanced 
Fund  6.2  5.7 

JSE SWIX 5.4 14.1

JSE Capped Swix 4.3 14.4

ALBI 8.4 8.5

STeFI 6.8 0.3

SA Listed Property -2.1 22.8

MSCI World Index 15.9 15.4

Equity 23.6%

Private Equity 3.0%

International Bonds 0.7%

International Cash 2.0%

International Equity 23.1%

Other 0.6%

Bonds 18.2%

Cash 23.2%

Index-linked Bonds 4.8%

Property 0.9%

ASSET ALLOCATION

MANAGER ALLOCATION

Absolute - Coronation 29.3%

Absolute - Ninety One 31.3%

Absolute - SIM 36.3%

Private Equity 3.1%
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE
The fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) designed to target non-negative 
returns over rolling 12-month periods with a 4% real return expectation per annum over the long term (before fees). This policy 
based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension 
funds Act of South Africa. Investment objectives are not guaranteed.

BENCHMARK
The Old Mutual Multi-Managers Defensive Balanced Fund and the underlying managers are measured against Headline CPI for 
all urban areas.  

TARGET 
Non negative returns over rolling 12 months with 4% real p.a. over the long term.

1. Returns for periods greater than 1 year are annualised.
2.    Where applicable all returns reflected are net of performance fees paid to underlying managers. Where net priced asset manager portfolios are used, returns stated 

are net of net priced asset manager fees and gross of Old Mutual Multi-managers fees.

HISTORIC RETURNS  
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 

CALENDAR YEAR PERFORMANCE (%) 

YTD1 2019 2018 2017 2016

Fund 6.3% 11.9% 0.9% 8.3% 4.0%

Benchmark 7.2% 7.6% 9.2% 8.6% 10.6%
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8.6% 8.8%
9.4% 9.1%
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MANAGED FUND

INCEPTION DATE: April 2010 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R3 130 190 654.2

COMMENTARY

This quarter, the Fund returned 6.94% net with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 9.75% and the All Bond Index 
(ALBI) 6.71%. The local property sector was up 23.62%.

It was a strong fourth quarter, this is evident in the underlying manager returns, with Prudential returning 6.4%, Coronation 
8.8%, Allan Gray 6.1% and Ninety One 5.9%. For the 12 months ending December 2020, Prudential returned 2.5%, Coronation 
10.6%, and Allan Gray 4.4%.

The Fund has returned 6.4% net over the last 12 months.

MANAGER ALLOCATION

Coronation Balanced 29.9%

Prudential Balanced 29.9%

Ninety One Balanced 20.0%

Allan Gray 19.9%

OMR Private Equity 2 0.2%

OMR Private Equity 3 0.1%

5 YEAR ANNUALISED RISK ADJUSTED RETURNS
Return (%) Std Dev (%)

Managed Fund  6.4  10.6 

JSE SWIX  5.4  14.1 

JSE Capped Swix  4.3  14.4 

ALBI  8.4  8.5 

STeFI  6.8  0.3 

SA Listed Property  -2.1  22.8 

MSCI World Index  15.9  15.4 

ASSET ALLOCATION
Equity 42.2%

Private Equity 0.5%

International Bonds 0.6%

International Cash 0.7%

International Equities 27.5%

Other 2.0%

Cash 5.8%

Property 2.0%

Index-linked Bonds 0.7%

Bonds 18.0%
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MANAGED FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE
This quarter, the Fund returned 6.94% net with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) returning 9.75% and the All Bond Index (ALBI) 
6.71%. The local property sector was up 23.62%.

It was a strong fourth quarter, this is evident in the underlying manager returns, with Prudential returning 6.4%, Coronation 8.8%, 
Allan Gray 6.1% and Ninety One 5.9%. For the 12 months ending December 2020, Prudential returned 2.5%, Coronation 10.6%, and 
Allan Gray 4.4%. 

The Fund has returned 6.4% net over the last 12 months.

BENCHMARK
Median of Alexander Forbes Global Large Manager Watch.

TARGET
To outperform the median of the Global Large Manager Watch.

1. Returns for periods greater than 1 year are annualised.
2. All returns reflected are net of performance fees paid to underlying managers. Benchmark returns are gross of fees.
3. Returns stated are net of net priced asset manager fees and gross of Old Mutual Multi-Managers fees.

CALENDAR YEAR PERFORMANCE (%) 

YTD1 2019 2018 2017 2016

Fund 6.8% 12.6% -3.2% 12.5% 4.0%

Benchmark 5.4% 10.9% -2.0% 11.5% 3.3%

HISTORIC RETURNS  
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 

10.7%

6.6% 6.8%

2.3%
1.8%

5.2%5.4%
4.6%

6.4%
7.3%

5.7%

7%

9.9%

10 Years7 Years5 Years3 Years1 Year1 month 3 months

7.1%

¹Year to date returns 
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MONEY MARKET FUND

INCEPTION DATE: August 2000 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R480 489 426.1 

COMMENTARY

The investments are diversified across a number of issuers and instruments and are therefore considered less risky than a deposit 
with any one bank. According to the most recently available data, the Strategy’s weighted average maturity is 101 days. The 
Strategy’s term exposure is biased towards the short end of the money market curve with close to 81% of instruments within six 
months of maturity. More than 98% of the strategy was exposed to F1/F1+ rated investments.

MANAGER ALLOCATION

Futuregrowth MM 50.0%

Prescient MM 50.0%

ASSET ALLOCATION

Cash 100.0%

MATURITY PROFILE

0-7 days 11.0%

8-30 days 11.6%

31-60 days 16.5%

61-90 days 13.0%

91-120 days 7.1%

121-180 days 22.5%

181 plus days 18.4%
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7.4%

6.2%

7.7%

6.6%
7.3%

7.0%
6.4% 6.1%

0.9%
0.4%

0.8%
0.3%

5.8%

4.8%

10 Years7 Years5 Years3 Years1 Year1 month 3 months

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MONEY MARKET FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
The Fund is an investment policy wrapped portfolio (in terms of the Long-Term Insurance Act) aimed to target 50 basis points 
(before fees) above inflation over the medium to long term. This policy-based investment is specifically designed for institutional 
investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of the Pension funds Act of South Africa.    

BENCHMARK    
The Money market Fund is measured against STeFI 3 month.    

TARGET    
STeFI + 0.5% p.a. over the medium to long term.

HISTORIC RETURNS  
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 

1. Returns for periods greater than 1 year are annualised.
2.  Where applicable all returns reflected are net of performance fees paid to underlying managers. Where net priced asset manager portfolios are used, returns stated 

are net of net priced asset manager fees and gross of Old Mutual Multi-Managers fees.

5 YEARS CUMULATIVE 
RETURNS

  FUND 

  BENCHMARK 
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YEAR/S TO 31 DECEMBER 2020

OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
BALANCED TRACKER FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2019 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R192.0m  

COMMENTARY

These strategies are managed in line with the comparable OMMM Inflation Plus strategies in terms of tactical asset allocation.  
The underlying asset classes are however managed on a passive basis.

FUND SPECIFIC COMMENTARY

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 1 YEAR

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Balanced Tracker Fund 1.4% 6.3% 7.9% 7.5%

Strategy Return Target 0.4% 1.6% 4.9% 8.2%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on  
the research team’s investigation and modelling. 

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
BALANCED TRACKER FUND

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
BALANCED TRACKER FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a moderate to high pace. It invests in a range of portfolios 
diversified across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international 
cash, fixed interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 4%-6% above inflation 
over rolling seven-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.   

BENCHMARK    
CPI +5% p.a.    

TARGET    
CPI + 4 - 6% p.a. above inflation over the long term.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MODERATE TRACKER FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2019 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R23.6m 

COMMENTARY

These strategies are managed in line with the comparable OMMM Inflation Plus strategies in terms of tactical asset allocation.  
The underlying asset classes are however managed on a passive basis.

FUND SPECIFIC COMMENTARY

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020
                                                                   

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 1 YEAR

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Moderate Tracker Fund 1.3% 5.6% 7.1% 7.4%

Strategy Return Target 0.3% 1.4% 4.4% 7.2%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).
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YEAR/S TO 31 DECEMBER 2020

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on  
the research team’s investigation and modelling.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
MODERATE TRACKER FUND

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
MODERATE TRACKER FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a reasonable pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified 
across various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, fixed 
interest securities, listed property and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 3%-5% above inflation over rolling 
five-year periods. 

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.   

BENCHMARK    
CPI +4% p.a.    

TARGET    
CPI + 3 - 5% p.a. above inflation over the long term.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
CONSERVATIVE TRACKER FUND

INCEPTION DATE: October 2019 ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: R0.1m

COMMENTARY

These strategies are managed in line with the comparable OMMM Inflation Plus strategies in terms of tactical asset allocation.  
The underlying asset classes are however managed on a passive basis.

FUND SPECIFIC COMMENTARY

PERFORMANCE DATA TO 31 DECEMBER 2020
                                                                   

1 MONTH 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 1 YEAR

Old Mutual Multi-Managers Conservative Tracker Fund 0.5% 3.1% 4.3% 8.0%

Strategy Return Target 0.2% 0.9% 3.4% 5.2%

CPI refers to the CPI (all urban areas) as provided by Statistics South Africa, effective 1 January 2009. Prior to January 2009, the CPIX (all metropolitan and urban areas) 
was used as the measure for inflation for our funds.

The benchmark returns shown here are a composite of the two measures. The previous month’s change in inflation is used as an estimate for the current month (since 
inflation numbers are released one month in arrears).
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YEAR/S TO 31 DECEMBER 2020

LIKELY FUND RANGE OF RETURNS AND 
CURRENT RETURN*

The graph shows the strategy’s likely fund range of 
returns over different investment periods, based on  
the research team’s investigation and modelling.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST 
STRATEGY OBJECTIVE* 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

   OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS 
CONSERVATIVE TRACKER FUND

   STRATEGY RETURN TARGET

The graph illustrates the 
Strategy’s performance against 
it’s performance target.
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OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS  
CONSERVATIVE TRACKER FUND

FUND OBJECTIVE    
This investment strategy seeks to grow your capital and income at a steady pace. It invests in a range of portfolios diversified across 
various asset classes, asset managers and high-quality instruments, including South African and international cash, listed property 
and listed shares. It aims to achieve a return in the range of 1%-3% above inflation over rolling three-year periods.

This policy based investment is specifically designed for institutional investors and is managed to comply with Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act of South Africa.   

BENCHMARK    
CPI +2% p.a.    

TARGET    
CPI + 1 - 3% p.a. above inflation over the long term. 

ASSET CLASS HOLDINGS
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DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND 
The Defensive Balanced Fund returned 2.51% over the quarter, 6.27% over one year and 6.2% annualised over five years.  

SIM
Evidence of slowing growth in the global economy on the back of a resurgence of COVID-19 cases remained apparent in December. 
However, the S&P 500 Index continued its boom to the end of the year, putting on another 3.8%, and ending the year 18.4% higher 
despite the calamitous amount of damage caused to the US economy by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The mostly keenly anticipated economic release in South Africa in the month was the third quarter GDP announcement, as 
the market looked for a considerable bounce in economic activity following the unprecedented contraction of -51.7% seen in 
the second quarter. The number came out at a remarkable 66.1%, with the mining (+288%) and manufacturing (+210%) sectors 
being the star performers as they benefited from looser lockdown restrictions in the period. Lamentably, signs of a slowdown 
in growth in the fourth quarter have begun to show, even before tighter lockdown restrictions were announced, with the ABSA 
Manufacturing PMI for November moderating to 52.6 from 60.9 in October. 

The fund’s effective domestic equity position was higher in the month as a result of market performance, as well as the effect 
of our deciding not to roll a hedge on Naspers. The nominal bond allocation was marginally higher after a purchase. The fund’s 
inflation-linked bonds (ILB) allocation remained largely unchanged. The allocation to listed property increased after another 
month of strong performance by the sector. SIM rebalanced the allocation to offshore equities higher after the strong market 
performance of recent weeks in the presence of our protective short fence structures meant that this allocation had fallen below 
our preferred level. The allocation to international bonds, cash and equities was reduced slightly owing to the rand strengthening 
against the US dollar.

CORONATION
During the final quarter of 2020, encouraging news around the development of vaccines against the virus, as well as the Biden 
election victory in the US, was welcomed by financial markets, especially in the emerging economies, where the new US 
administration is expected to move away from the trade war stance of the Trump era and pursue more trade-friendly policies. South 
Africa (SA) was no exception and experienced a strong rand and soaring stock market. The Fund was well positioned to benefit 
from these developments and posted an almost 7.0% return for the quarter, which lifted the one-year return to approximately 9%.

When the huge downturn came in March last year, the Fund was light in cash, especially in hard currency cash, which was the only 
real safe haven in that tumultuous month. Coronation, however, stuck to their strategy and, in fact, added to equities over the rest 
of the year based on the very attractive valuations found in many listed stocks. The Fund’s exposure to listed equities, domestic and 
global, is the highest it has been for many years – a sure sign of the absolute and relative value seen in equities. 

The top contributors to performance during 2020 were Naspers/Prosus, Anglo American, platinum stocks Impala Platinum and 
Northam, as well as Altron. Detractors for the year were the bank shares Nedbank, Standard Bank and FirstRand, Sasol and MTN, 
as well as the listed property sector. However, the fourth quarter saw the beginning of a re-rating for some of the very hard-hit 
domestic shares that the Fund owns. As the rand started to strengthen and the gloom over the general economy began to lift, 
we saw a sharp rise in the prices of the banks, in particular. Nedbank and Standard Bank as examples were up 28% and 17% 
respectively in this period. Despite this recovery, they are still offering significant value. 

Within the global equity allocation, the Fund have benefitted from a reasonable position in Emerging Markets (EMs). With the 
prospect of a weaker US dollar remaining a high probability, given the US Federal Reserve’s position on rates and the Democratic 
Party-controlled house and senate, EMs should continue to outperform in the period ahead. Throughout the volatility experienced 
during 2020, Coronation retained their commitment to investing for the long term.

NINETY ONE
Upon reflection, the year 2020 was a bizarre combination of human tragedy, economic disaster and financial market euphoria. 
In this environment, your portfolio delivered positive absolute returns. The local equity component was the largest contributor to 
absolute performance. Given the significant rotation away from growth and momentum towards more cyclical and value stocks, 
the portfolio’s consumer goods holdings, luxury goods maker Richemont and alcohol beverage company Distell Group enhanced 
absolute performance, as did the bank holdings Capitec Bank and Standard Bank Group. The local bond component added to 
returns as Emerging Market (EM) assets benefited from risk-on sentiment. In addition, carried by the upbeat global sentiment, 
the rand strengthened over the period, further boosting bond returns. The cash component was a marginal contributor to returns 
over the month. 
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The offshore equity component detracted from returns. This was despite good performance from online bookings portal, Booking 
Holdings (on the assumption travel will pick up), financial company Charles Schwab (on steepening yield curves and increased 
flows) and lithography supplier ASML (on an improving outlook in the semiconductor space). Defensive staples and health care 
holdings underperformed, such as Reckitt Benckiser, Nestlé and Roche. Holdings in ratings agencies on’s and S&P Global also 
underperformed, suffering from a slight de-rating in the rotation and weaker short-term forecasts for debt issuance in 2021 
following the strong year experienced in 2020. The commodities component, consisting of our holding in the NewGold Exchange-
Traded Fund (ETF) detracted from performance. This is unsurprising given the risk-on market sentiment.

Ninety-One’s Opportunity Fund’s preferred asset class remains global equity with a preference is for high-quality companies that 
have enduring competitive advantages that form barriers to entry and provide pricing power. Locally, the best opportunity remains 
South African government bonds. With yields of around 8.7%, these instruments offer higher risk-adjusted return potential than 
most local shares. While the manager has been increasing allocation to select local equities, Ninety-One remains cautious and 
believes the local equity market may not be adequately pricing in the risks that companies may face in the coming months.

As at the end of December 2020, exposure to asset classes for the Defensive Balanced Fund was as follows: domestic equities 
22.3%, domestic bonds 18.1% and 22.0% in cash. Offshore is close to 25.0%. The Fund has also maintained exposure to alternative 
asset classes such as private equity at 3.1%. 

Over the past year, SIM returned 4.4%, Coronation 7.6% and Ninety One 11.9%.
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    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – PRUDENTIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGERS

Prudential is a relative value manager and invests in shares that are trading below their intrinsic 
values. The portfolio returned 1.1% over the last year, outperforming its benchmark by 0.6% on a net 

basis. Prudential’s outperformance, relative to the benchmark, was predominantly driven by overweight positions in companies 
such as Textainer, Impala Platinum and British American Tobacco during the year. In the later part of the year, the portfolio also 
benefitted from Prudential’s actions during the March market drawdown, where Prudential added to positions in companies 
they believed were trading on extremely depressed valuations that possessed upside potential. Prudential remains optimistic 
regarding SA equity market returns over the medium term due to the prevailing excessive levels of pessimism reflected in 
share prices and valuations. They currently view the market in South Africa, along with other Emerging Markets, as being very 
undervalued. The manager believes that while the Coronavirus pandemic is likely to mean lower dividends over the next year or 
two for the South African market, earnings and dividends should show a return to growth over the medium term. Prudential’s 
focus continues to be on finding companies for the portfolio that are undervalued and which can grow earnings and dividends 
over the long run. In this regard, Prudential currently continues to find good value in the banking sector, as well as the platinum 
mining sector. 

PRUDENTIAL TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 11.6 6 British American Tobacco Plc 5.0

2 Standard Bank Group Ltd 6.3 7 MTN Group Ltd 4.6

3 Anglo American Plc 6.0 8 MultiChoice Group Ltd 3.8
4 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 5.8 9 Exxaro Resources Ltd 3.7
5 Absa Group Ltd 5.0 10 Northam Platinum Ltd 3.5

    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS

Coronation’s valuation-driven process aims to identify mispriced assets trading at discounts or 
premiums to their long-term values. The portfolio returned 9.2% over the last year, outperforming its 

benchmark by 8.6% on a net basis. Coronation’s outperformance, relative to the benchmark, over this time period was driven by 
overweight positions in companies such as British American Tobacco, Anglo American, Altron and Prosus. A large underweight 
to the Financials sector was also a contributor to Coronation’s relative outperformance. Global stocks remain well-represented in 
the Coronation portfolio, which remain attractive for a variety of stock-specific reasons. On the domestic shares, despite slashing 
their expectations for these companies, their meaningful underperformance in 2020 has meant that a number of these names 
appear undervalued with investor concerns being reflected in low valuation multiples. Over the last few quarters, Coronation 
has increased their weighting in banks (predominantly FirstRand), life insurers (Momentum Metropolitan Holdings and Sanlam)  
and several others. Coronation observes that results from domestic companies have exceeded their expectations thus far, with 
better top-line resilience and cost control than they anticipated. Resources remain a meaningful part of the portfolio given 
undemanding valuations and solid free cash flows, with preferred holdings in diversified miners (Anglo American and Glencore) 
and platinum miners.

CORONATION TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 11.8 6 6 Glencore Plc 4.9

2 Anglo American Plc 10.3 7 7 Northam Platinum Ltd 4.1

3 FirstRand Ltd 8.7 8 8 Prosus NV 3.1
4 Quilter Plc 5.9 9 9 Bid Corporation Ltd 2.9
5 British American Tobacco Plc 5.8 10 10 Aspen Pharmacare Hldgs Ltd 2.9
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    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – NINETY ONE

Ninety One’s investment process looks to identify companies that have upward earnings revisions 
that are trading at reasonable valuations. Ninety One’s portfolio returned 5.8% over the last year, 

outperforming its benchmark by 5.2% on a net basis. Ninety One’s outperformance, relative to the benchmark, over this time 
period was largely driven by overweight positions in companies such as Capitec, Sibanye-Stillwater, Impala Platinum and African 
Rainbow Minerals. The portfolio benefitted from a significant overweight to the resources sector, and particularly the platinum 
miners, over the last year. Ninety One continues to prefer stocks that are poised to benefit from a recovery post the 2020 pandemic. 
They continue to increase exposure to resources names with very strong positive earnings expectations following strong global 
commodity prices. They are also selectively adding exposure to “SA Inc” names where they feel the market is underestimating 
the earnings recovery and attractive valuations of these companies. Ninety One notes that the South African consensus earnings 
outlook for 2021 improved in the fourth quarter, led by resources, banks, insurers, media, beverages and telecoms. In contrast, 
industrials, healthcare and REITs continued to be downgraded. Going forward, the manager believes that it is going to be 
important to identify those companies that can financially withstand a prolonged weak operating environment, potentially gain 
market share from weaker peers and strategically position themselves in the ‘new normal’ and thrive in the grinding recovery. 

NINETY ONE TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 11.3 6 Sanlam Ltd 4.7

2 Anglo American Plc 6.6 7 Standard Bank Group Ltd 4.7

3 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 6.2 8 Sibanye-Stillwater Ltd 4.2
4 FirstRand Ltd 5.3 9 Prosus NV 4.1
5 BHP Group Plc 4.7 10 Capitec Bank Hldgs Ltd 4.0

   SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – MAZI ASSET MANAGEMENT

Mazi follows a long-term, fundamental investment approach with a bias for quality companies. 
Mazi returned -2.2% over the last year, underperforming its benchmark by 2.8% on a gross basis. 

The underperformance, relative to the benchmark, was predominantly driven by underperforming overweight positions in Sasol,  
Old Mutual, FirstRand and The Foschini Group. An underweight to the strongly performing gold mining sector during the first 
half of the year was also a detractor from relative performance. Given a disproportionate rollout of vaccines among nations, Mazi 
expect those countries with slower vaccine rollouts to experience a slower economic recovery, which could have knock-on effects 
for the global economic recovery. That said, the manager does expect financial markets, benefitting from low interest rates and an 
abundance of liquidity, to cling to a longer-term positive outlook based on the attainment of global herd immunity. They expect 
there to be clear winners and losers in this environment, and, in response, continue to invest in companies with sound business 
models that offer attractive investment returns as well as downside protection. Mazi believes that risk management will continue 
to be critical, and will only take risk where they have conviction as informed by their research process. 

MAZI TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 11.0 6 Sibanye-Stillwater Ltd 5.1

2 Anglo American Plc 7.0 7 Prosus NV 4.2

3 MTN Group Ltd 5.4 8 Standard Bank Group Ltd 3.5
4 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 5.3 9 Quilter Plc 3.5
5 FirstRand Ltd 5.1 10 Shoprite Holdings Ltd 3.3
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    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – SENTIO CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

Sentio follows a fundamentally-based investment philosophy and process that gives due consideration 
to risk management in their portfolio construction process through the use of quantitative methods. 

Sentio returned -0.8% over the last year, underperforming its benchmark by 1.4% on a gross basis. Their underperformance, relative 
to the benchmark, was driven by underperforming overweight positions in Naspers, Growthpoint and Northam Platinum. While 
both Naspers and Northam Platinum did well during the year, it was Sentio’s trading activity in these during the year that detracted 
from performance. Underweight positions in Vodacom and Gold Fields also detracted from relative performance. Sentio expects 
that a pick-up in global growth should not only lead to some inflationary pressures, but also some regional diversification, with 
more cyclical and value oriented regions such as Europe and Emerging Markets benefitting from a softer approach to globalisation 
from the new Biden administration. The manager believes that global vaccine potential coupled with ample liquidity will provide a 
supportive backdrop for South African exports, terms of trade, and the aggregate earnings for JSE-listed companies given the high 
percentage of earnings driven from abroad. Sentio’s portfolio remains focused on analysing any potential investment proposition, 
not only for its return potential, but also weighing it against the risk it is bringing to the overall portfolio.  

SENTIO TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 9.7 6 British American Tobacco Plc 4.0

2 FirstRand Ltd 7.1 7 Standard Bank Group Ltd 3.8

3 Sibanye-Stillwater Ltd 5.1 8 BHP Group Plc 3.8
4 Anglo American Plc 5.0 9 Sanlam Ltd 3.8
5 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 4.8 10 Prosus NV 3.3

    SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY – AEON INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Aeon’s active equity approach follows a bottom-up, fundamental investment process and an 
investment philosophy of Growth at a Reasonable Price. Aeon was added as a manager in August 

2020, and performance will be reported in time as the manager builds up a meaningful track record. Aeon observed that improved 
market sentiment over good trade data from China, action by various economies, and increased COVID-19 vaccination news flow, 
drove global markets higher during the quarter. They believe that a smooth transition following Joe Biden’s win in the US election 
is also likely to continue being positive for markets. Locally, the domestic environment took cues from global markets during 
the quarter, with Dollar weakness benefitting local industries. However, Aeon observes that local sentiment has continued to be 
negative as the country faces severe economic growth obstacles. Looking forward, Aeon sees growth expectations for the local 
economy being dependent on a strong recovery in global growth, improving confidence, positive local government action, and 
COVID-19 containment measures. The manager believes that their Growth at a Reasonable Price investment philosophy and a 
focus on companies whose cash flows support earnings should stand them in good stead in the current environment.  

AEON TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 11.1 6 Anglo American Plc 6.0

2 Prosus NV 9.7 7 British American Tobacco Plc 6.0

3 BHP Group Plc 7.0 8 Standard Bank Group Ltd 5.7
4 Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd 6.6 9 FirstRand Ltd 5.3
5 Mondi Plc 6.5 10 Discovery Ltd 5.2
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    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – CORONATION

Karl Leinberger took over the management of the fund from Gavin Joubert effective April 2020. 
Karl manages the hedge fund alongside Quinton Ivan. The Fund is long-term, bottom-up, valuation 

driven investing predominantly in Large Caps. The fund lagged the benchmark by 7.7% in quarter four as the market rebounded 
strongly to finish the quarter up 11.5%. The biggest detractors to returns in December were longs in Naspers, British American 
Tobacco and Aspen as well as short positions in a South African retail bank, a retail-led healthcare group and a South African 
packaged goods company. The fund recorded a stellar return for the 12-month period to December 2020, up 15.2%, and 14.6% 
ahead of the benchmark.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – 36ONE ASSET MANAGEMENT                                                     

36ONE is one of the longest running hedge fund businesses in the industry, founded in 2004. 
Formed by Cy Jacobs and Steven Liptz, the investment approach is centred on the principle that 

the market does not efficiently price securities at all times. 36ONE therefore believes that stock selection through bottom-up 
fundamental analysis can outperform over time. The primary focus is on value investment within the South African equity market 
but attractive growth shares and opportunities in other asset classes and/or geographies may also be explored. 36ONE was up 
4.7% and underperformed the Capped SWIX which was up 11.5% during the quarter. The main contributors to performance in 
December were Impala Platinum, Sibanye Stillwater and PPC. Losses came from holdings in Naspers and MTN and short positions 
in retailers, banks, insurers and property as global beta propelled markets higher. The Fund was up 11.2% during the last 12-month 
period to December 2020, and 11.8% ahead of the Capped SWIX.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – BATELEUR CAPITAL

Founded in 2005 by brothers Kevin and Mark Williams, the business is managed on bottom-up 
fundamental analysis with a considerable amount of time spent on research. The investment team 

focuses on under-researched stocks predominantly in the large and mid-cap space. They also focus on macro fundamentals and 
the effect of this on asset valuations. The Fund was up 7.3% but lagged the Capped SWIX by 4.1% at the end of the fourth quarter. 
The Fund was up 12.1% during the last 12 months to December 2020, 11.5% ahead of the Capped SWIX. The biggest contributors to 
returns for the year were exposures to Naspers, Prosus and African Rainbow Mineral, while long positions to Sasol, Tsogo Gaming 
and Hospitality Property detracted.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – STEYN CAPITAL LONG SHORT                                      

André Steyn has a background of managing hedge funds in New York and London. His forensic audit 
skills allow him to identify balance sheet discrepancies, which make his process highly unique. The 

Steyn Capital Long/Short Fund was launched in May 2009 and is closed to new flows in order to preserve its opportunity set. It 
re-opened to flows in 2018 at the back of disinvestments, which freed up capacity. The Fund differs from the large cap offering in 
that it may invest in small cap and fledgling stocks. The Fund was up a massive 24.6% during the fourth quarter and outperformed 
the Capped SWIX equity index by 13.1%. The biggest contributors to returns was a long position in Quantum Foods. The biggest 
detractors were large exposure to hospitality and gaming stocks. The Fund was up 13.9% over the 12-month period to December 
2020 largely on the back of overweight exposure to SA Inc., and 14.5% ahead of the local equity market. 

    SOUTH AFRICAN LONG/SHORT EQUITY – NITROGEN LONG SHORT EQUITY

The business was founded in 1998 by brothers Rowan and Lance as a private equity business. In 
2006, the Nitrogen hedge fund was launched using the skills learnt from private equity investing. The 

Nitrogen Fund is a low volatility long/short equity hedge fund trading in the South African equity market. The Fund is managed on 
a fundamental basis with a value bias. The Fund consists of two books – a long-term fundamental book and an active short-term 
trading book. Nitrogen posted a 1.2% return during the fourth quarter, lagging the local equity market and largely on the back of 
very low net exposure to the market. The Fund was down 76 basis points and 1.3% behind of the equity market over the 12-month 
period to December 2020.
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    SOUTH AFRICAN LISTED PROPERTY – CATALYST FUND MANAGERS

Catalyst invests in well-managed listed property companies that deliver high levels of income and 
long-term capital appreciation at appropriate levels of risk. SA Listed Property ended the year with 

a strong rally in the last quarter, which saw the ALPI up 23.6%. The Catalyst portfolio outperformed the benchmark by 3.6% on a 
net basis, benefitting from the sector value unlock. Overweight allocation to Hyprop, Arrowhead and underweight exposure to 
Investec, which underperformed the benchmark, contributed positively to performance relative to benchmark. The Fund was 
54 basis points ahead of the All Property benchmark over a 12-month period, with the benchmark down 35.5%. According to 
Catalyst, company results reported over the period were on average in line with expectations and the trading updates provided. 
Substantial declines in earnings were reported due to the discounts and deferrals provided to tenants during the hard lockdown 
period combined with lower/no income from subsidiary/investment companies. Most companies reported an improving trend 
with higher collection rates and lower levels of discounts as the COVID-19 restrictions have eased. Catalyst continues to remain 
vigilant of the risks and revisit their valuations on a continuous basis. Notwithstanding the rebound in the last quarter of 2020, 
their 5-year annualised total return forecast for the sector remains attractive and ranges between 14% and 17%.

    SOUTH AFRICAN LISTED PROPERTY – SESFIKILE CAPITAL

Sesfikile is a specialist listed property manager that believes in long-term value investing, while also 
taking advantage of short-term property-specific growth opportunities. Quarter four saw a rotation 

from growth into value stocks and proved to be the catalyst the sector needed to unwind some of the “value trap“. Listed property 
delivered 23.6% and Sesfikile lagged the benchmark by 3.2% on a net basis. This was mostly at the back of underweight exposure 
to Hyprop and SA Corporate which outperformed and overweight exposure to Investec Australia. The portfolio outperformed 
the benchmark by 5.5 over the last 12 months, on a net basis. In Sesfikile’s view, the outlook for valuations is opaque as there 
are many contradicting forces at play. On one hand, income levels are likely to fall further as rentals adjusted in a post COVID-19 
environment. The fourth quarter results season showed an average 1.2% decline in asset values. On an overall sector level, they 
believe there remains sufficient headroom in the LTV to absorb another 20% drop in valuations. Average LTV levels are now 
c.41%, led largely by falling asset values. REITs will need to implement plans to reduce current debt levels even if further valuation 
write-downs are muted. Sesfikile believes that despite the quarter four correction, which they state is somewhat insignificant 
considering the pain inflicted in the first 10 months of the year, they see the potential for an attractive 2021 total return. Their total 
return expectation for calendar year 2021 is 23.5%.

  INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY – BLACKROCK

The BlackRock World Real Estate Securities strategy employs a fundamental, bottom-up approach 
to stock selection, aided by a macro-environment and capital markets overlay. The fund was eight 

basis points ahead of the benchmark during quarter three. At a sector level, lodging, triple-net and self-storage were the main 
contributors, offset by retail and data centres. Over the last 12 months, the BlackRock portfolio was 3.3% and outperformed 
the benchmark by 7.7%. During the fourth quarter, they reduced discount rates to reflect lower tail-risk, which has increased 
Indicative Values (IV). This is particularly the case for companies adversely impacted by the pandemic and economic restrictions 
such as apartments, lodging and healthcare. The positive revisions to IV have broadly tracked increased stock prices as such no 
meaningful changes have been made to the portfolio. They made a number of changes to your portfolio during the fourth quarter, 
while largely maintaining sector neutrality. For example, in North America they increased exposure to healthcare and trimmed 
multi-family. 
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 INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY – CATALYST FUND MANAGERS

During the quarter four, Catalyst returned -5.9% and 6.2% behind the benchmark. Overweight 
position in US Towers and Data Centres were the biggest detractors to returns. Over the last 12 

months, the fund was down 85 basis points net of fee rebates and 3.6% ahead of the benchmark. Sectorally, the portfolio has 
overweight exposure to residential, healthcare and specialty sectors relative to the benchmark, while underweight to diversified, 
retail, hotels and office sectors. Geographically, the manager maintains an underweight to Japan and Singapore, while overweight 
the US. They state that while lockdowns have wreaked havoc on the economy, central banks responded by flooding the market 
with record amounts of liquidity. Based on their earnings estimates and market break-even inflation expectations, the listed real 
estate sector is expected to deliver at least 5% real return for buy and hold investors over the medium term. Within the real estate 
universe, they believe more attractively priced opportunities exist in specific real estate sectors and stocks, providing opportunities 
for astute active managers. They maintain an investment bias towards best-in-class management teams, assets and balance 
sheets and believe the fund is well-positioned due to their robust, fundamentals-based investment methodology.

 INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY – RESOLUTION CAPITAL

Resolution Capital are long-term, bottom-up stock selectors with a focus on high-quality companies 
with strong balance sheets (low leverage), recurring earnings growth driven largely from rental 

activities and good stewardship (aligned management). They are benchmark agnostic investors and employ a multi-counsellor 
approach. The fourth quarter was characterised by a broader equities market rotation into value and cyclicals from growth and 
momentum, particularly benefiting those sectors hardest hit by the pandemic. Resolution underperformed the benchmark by 
7.6% in rand terms for the quarter largely on the back of exposure to Equinix, American Tower Corporation and Prologis. Over 
the last 12 months to December, the fund delivered a 5.6% alpha to the benchmark, up 1.12%. Rental cash flow visibility remains 
ambiguous in their view and, in some cases, the long-term secular headwinds have increased, while tenant credit concerns remain 
elevated. They believe sectors such as logistics, cell towers, data centres and segments of residential have structural demand 
drivers and/or supply constraints which will endure beyond COVID. Resolution continues to focus on holding a diversified portfolio 
of real estate generating resilient cash flows with robust balance sheets which provide down-side protection and a long-term 
store of wealth.

 INTERNATIONAL EQUITY – STATE STREET – GINSGLOBAL

GinsGlobal invests using index management techniques (developed by the State Street Group), 
designed to track the performance and risk of the MSCI World Index as consistently as possible. As 

at 31 December 2020, the portfolio returned 15.9% (net of manager fees), underperforming the benchmark by 0.1%. A passive 
portfolio will often lag its benchmark performance due to costs and fees.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Apple Inc 4.2 6 Alphabet-CI A 1.0

2 Microsoft Corp    3.0 7 Alphabet-CI A 1.0

3 Amazon.com 2.5 8 Johnson & Johnson  0.8
4 Facebook 1.2 9 JP Morgan Chase 0.7
5 Tesla Inc 1.2 10 Visa Inc 0.7

 INTERNATIONAL EQUITY – ORBIS

Orbis is a contrarian, long-term, value manager that follows a bottom-up stock selection process. 
The portfolio returned 15.6% during the past 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, 

underperforming the MSCI All Country World Index by 0.7%. The contrarian nature of the manager’s stock selection process 
means that the strategy will tend to hold businesses that are currently disliked by the market and are trading at depressed prices, 
which in turn could lead to periods of short-term underperformance but where the manager has identified catalysts of unlocking 
potential value. 
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Global equity markets remained strong in the 4th quarter, following a rebound after the initial COVID-related market drop. Equity 
markets remained positive around stimulus in the US in the short term and a vaccine in the medium term. Vaccine progress 
has been remarkably faster than prior vaccine trials, investors expect the vaccine to reduce lockdowns and drive a recovery in 
economic growth. Various headwinds remain. Notably, there is concern over the logistics behind vaccine rollout (and how long 
it will take for a critical mass to be vaccinated). Secondly, political upheaval in the US over the elections continued to lift volatility 
throughout the quarter, even after the election as the result was contested.

The Fund positioning, while bottom-up, still holds an underweight to North America, an overweight to Emerging Markets relative 
to the benchmark, and an overweight to Asia ex-Japan, relative to the benchmark. The largest stock detractors over the period 
were British American Tobacco (-1.8%), Apache (-1.1%) and Newcrest Mining (-0.8%) and the largest contributors to alpha were 
NetEase (2.6%), XPO Logistics (2.0%) and XPO Vestas Wind Systems (1.2%). Portfolio activity included Diageo being bought. 
Positions trimmed included Netease, Honda and Vale, while Credit Suisse was sold entirely.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 British American Tobacco  7.4 6 Anthem 3.3

2 Netease 6.4 7 Taiwan Semiconductor 3.3

3 XPO Logistics 6.0 8 Comcast Services 3.1
4 Naspers 5.0 9 Howmet Aerospace 3.1
5 Bayerische Motoren Werke 4.5 10 AbbVie 2.9

 INTERNATIONAL EQUITY: BAILLIE GIFFORD 

The Baillie Gifford Global Alpha Fund was added to the global equity strategy in December 2015 to 
achieve more balance in this building block, particularly from an investment style perspective. Baillie 

Gifford’s philosophy stems from the belief that share prices ultimately follow earnings. They achieve this by identifying companies 
they believe enjoy sustainable, competitive advantages in their industries and that will grow earnings faster than the market 
average. The portfolio returned 37.2% during the past 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, outperforming the MSCI All 
Country World Index by 21.0%. 

Markets globally extended their 2nd and 3rd quarter rally throughout the 4th quarter. The first quarter of 2020 was notably negative 
as COVID first hit market prices. Vaccine optimism drove the rally as investors anticipated a return to normal economic activity and 
removal of lockdowns. Despite rising equity markets, the underlying global economies continued to suffer the lingering effects 
of restricted activity. Vaccine rollouts brought valid concerns around how long it would take to distribute. The US election kept 
volatility high, especially after the election when Trump disputed the results. 

In terms of fund performance attribution, the largest relative contributors were Tesla (2.9%), SEA ltd (1.5%), Shopify (1.3%), Meituan 
Dianping (1.1%) and Zillow (1.0%). While the largest detractors included (not holding) Apple (-1.4%), Kirby (-0.7%), EOG Resources 
(-0.5%), Banco Bradesco (-0.5%), and Prudential (-0.4%). New purchases included Doordash and Moderna. CBRE was Upweighted, 
while complete sells included Kirby and SAP.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers 3.1 6 Ryanair 2.2

2 Amazon.com 2.9 7 MasterCard 2.1

3 Alphabet 2.7 8 SoftBank 2.1
4 Tesla 2.6 9 Microsoft 2.1
5 Moody’s 2.3 10 Shopify 2.0
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     INTERNATIONAL EQUITY: HARRIS 

Harris applies a long-term investment horizon as they seek out significantly underpriced companies 
with strong business fundamentals and proven management teams. They build high-conviction 

concentrated portfolios, underpinned by the bottom-up value investment process and upside potential of each of the stocks. The 
portfolio returned 9.3% during the 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, underperforming the MSCI All Country World 
Index by 7.0%. 

Markets continued to perform solidly throughout the 4th quarter. This follows strong performance throughout the last two 
quarters after markets were hard-hit during March when COVID was first priced in. Equity markets were lifted on the back of 
stimulus expectations and the hope of economic recovery once vaccines were implemented globally. Negative headwinds were 
still quite relevant as world markets watched the US election and reacted negatively to the dispute which ensued. Europe was 
also particularly concerned with the December 31st Brexit deadline and whether local stimulus would be adequate for businesses 
to weather the economic downturn.

Within the Fund, Lloyds Banking Group, CNH Industrial, General Motors, Tenet Healthcare and Pinterest were the largest individual 
contributors. The largest stock detractors included Allibaba and Bayer. Portfolio repositioning was particularly active and included 
adding Novartis and Keurig Dr Pepper. The fund also sold Southwest Airlines, Live Nation and Pinterest.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Mastercard 6.2 6 Credit Suisse Group 4.1

2 Alphabet 5.6 7 General Motors Co. 3.9

3 TE Connectivity 4.9 8 Charter UW 3.8
4 Lloyds banking group 4.8 9 Daimler 3.6
5 CNH Industrial 4.2 10 Bank of America Corp 3.4

     INTERNATIONAL EQUITY: NINETY ONE GLOBAL FRANCHISE 

Global Franchise specialises in the quality growth style of investing which actively seeks out 
businesses with strong global franchises that offer a balance of quality, growth and yield at 

reasonable valuations. The resulting defensive revenue streams delivered by these holdings translate to low sensitivity to market 
movements and volatility which enables the manager to protect investors’ capital in challenging or falling markets. The portfolio 
returned 16.3% during the 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, outperforming the MSCI All Country World Index by 0.1%.

Global markets performed well through the 4th quarter, to continue the third quarter rally since March lows (due to COVID). 
Market strength was lifted by vaccine optimism as investors expect an economic recovery once the vaccine allows the global 
population to move away from restrictions and lockdowns. Added to this, large amounts of stimulus were believed to be supportive 
in overcoming short-term headwinds. Despite the positive results, there were various negative developments. The US election 
continued to cause riots and uncertainty as Trump contested the results. There is also doubt over the timelines of vaccines rollouts.

The manager maintains their largest sector overweight in Software & Services, and their largest underweight is Banks. On stock-
specific basis the largest positive contributors included ASML (+0.68%), Charles Schwab (0.67%) and Booking (0.67%). The largest 
detractors to relative performance included Reckitt Benckiser (-0.64%), S&P Global (-0.74%) and Moody’s (-0.84%). 

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Visa Inc 8.6 6 Verisign Inc 4.8
2 Microsoft Corp 6.6 7 Intuit Inc 4.0
3 Moody's Corp 5.7 8 Roche Holding AG 4.0
4 Booking Holdings Inc 5.4 9 Estee Lauder 3.9
5 ASML Holding NV 5.2 10 Nestle SA 3.8
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    INTERNATIONAL EQUITY (EMERGING MARKETS) – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS 

 Coronation follows a long-term, valuation-driven approach and builds portfolios from the bottom 
up, which means that country and sector allocations are a function of stock selection. The portfolio 

returned 23.0% for the 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, which is 4.3% above the MSCI Emerging Market Index. 

Global Emerging Markets continued to rally through the 4th quarter, after the March lows. Emerging Markets were particular 
strong based on the economic recovery in Asia far exceeding any other region in the world. Investors’ expectation around stimulus 
and a vaccine continued to drive markets higher. Vaccines are widely expected to lift the burden of restricted economic activity. 
This optimism, coupled with stimulus packages, kept equity markets in positive territory over the quarter. The quarter wasn’t all 
positive with worries over the logistics around getting a vaccine to the global population. This was especially apparent in Emerging 
Markets as logistics were more challenging and the respective governments had less funding available for rollouts.

During the fourth quarter of 2020, the largest positive contributors were HDFC (the Housing Development Finance Corporation) 
(0.83%), MercadoLibre (0.61%) and Tencent (0.56%). In terms of detractors, all were due to underweights or zero weights: Samsung 
led to a relative loss of performance (-0.47%), the next largest detractor was Pinduodo (-0.42%) and NIO (-0.40%). From a portfolio 
activity perspective, four new additions included Brasil Bolsa Balcao, Youdo, Walmart (Mexico) and Momo.com. While sales 
included both South African retailers Spar Group and Shoprite. Finally Jiangsu Yanghe was sold out together with Media Nusantra.

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Naspers Ltd 6.5 6 Magnit 3.3

2 JD.Com Inc 5.1 7 Netease 3.3

3 Alibaba Group 4.8 8 Taiwan Semiconductor 3.0
4 Housing Dev Finance Corp 3.6 9 Ping An Insurance Group 2.9
5 Samsung 3.5 10 Formento Mexicano 2.7

    INTERNATIONAL EQUITY (EMERGING MARKETS) – HERMES INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT  

Hermes employs a highly active and concentrated approach balancin bottom-up fundamental 
analysis that enables them to find quality companies trading at attractive valuations and a top-down 

framework that allows them to identify the conditions that will support and drive the growth of the high-value companies they 
select. Their process includes capturing opportunities and mitigating risk through a range of ESG strategies. The portfolio returned 
24.3% for the 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, which is 5.6% above the MSCI Emerging Market Index. Most emerging 
regions performed well during the quarter. 

In the fourth quarter, global regions extended their rally since the March lows (due to COVID). Asia recovered economically far 
stronger than any other region which added to general Emerging Market strength since the March crash. Emerging Markets 
benefitted from developed market stimulus hopes as investors kept buying risk assets. Vaccine hopes kept risk-on bullishness 
which filtered down to Emerging Markets assets, coupled with local market strength in Asia. Emerging Mmarkets remained 
concerned over any global panic around the US election. Typically investors return to safe haven assets like the USD, at the expense 
of risk-on assets like emerging market equities. 

The fund has a material underweight to China and Brazil, while being overweight to Taiwan, India, Russia, Mexico and Indonesia. 
From a sector perspective, the fund is overweight technology, financials, industrials and staples while holding material 
underweights to discretionary, communication services, materials, energy and real estate. The fund is relatively concentrated 
with the top 5 holdings making up 31% of the fund, while the top 3 holdings (Samsung, Taiwan Semiconductor and Tencent) 
respectively make up 22% of the fund.  

TOP 10 HOLDINGS

Rank Security % Rank Security %
1 Alibaba 9.2 6 Techtronic 3.0

2 Tencent 7.5 7 Sberbank 2.7

3 Samsung 7.3 8 Nari Technology 2.2
4 Taiwan Semiconductor 6.7 9 AIA 2.1
5 Delta Electronic 3.1 10 LG Household & Healthcare 2.0
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      INTERNATIONAL MULTI-ASSET CLASS – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS 

 The portfolio aims to reduce volatility, focus on risk-adjusted returns and outperform its cash-related 
benchmark by 3.0% per year over a three- to five-year horizon. This is achieved by a high allocation 

to cash (or other low volatility investments) and a modest exposure to equity markets. Risk is further diversified by including 
exposure to unconventional assets (gold, commodities, inflation-linkers, etc.) to generate returns. Over the past 12 months ending 
31 December 2020, the portfolio returned 4.7% (net of fees), outperforming the US dollar:euro cash benchmark by 0.1%. The 
fourth quarter saw an extension of the rally from the last two quarters. Investors were positively anticipating the vaccine rollout 
early in 2021 which underpinned hopes for economic activity to resume once global restrictions lift. In addition, large stimulus 
packages globally drove up confidence that businesses and consumers could, on aggregate, weather the economic headwinds. 
One stimulus package in the US was paid out and another is being negotiated. The quarter was not without risks and volatility. 
The elections created market swings due to fluctuating confidence in the results. This continued after the election as Trump 
contested the result. Broadly, risk assets benefited over the quarter and the fund performed well in absolute terms and relative 
to the benchmark as well as inflation. Gold was the second largest contributor behind equities, up 24.2% in 2020. Fixed interest 
was the third largest contributor up 5.2%. Individually attributed asset were broad-based, highlighting the diversity of the fund. 
Charter communications in the US, Alphabet (parent company of Google) and Netease (Chinese gaming) were among the largest 
contributors. The fund is positioned with 47% growth assets and 53% stable or diversifying assets. 

    AFRICA EX SA  – RUDIARIUS

The portfolio returned 18.1% for the 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, outperforming 
the MSCI Emerging Frontier Africa Markets Index (excluding South Africa) by 26.2%. African equity 

markets performed well against the global backdrop of rising stock markets. Stimulus hopes in developed markets led to a 
continued rally of stocks as investors expected the global economy to slowly recover. This optimism filtered down to frontier 
markets where outflows slowed substantially. Local issues continued to permeate through equity markets as the African region 
battled country-specific risks like Kenyan debt, Zimbabwean hyperinflation, Nigerian currency illiquidity and US dollar shortage 
as well as Zambian forex debt. Morocco also suffered an extended reduction in tourism (a major source of income), as European 
economies locked down going into their second wave. Nigeria’s banking and currency crisis continued to weigh heavily on 
corporate performance, however, this was to an extent hidden by equity markets which were lifted by pension funds being forced 
to buy equities for yield due to fixed income yields cratering. Finally, Ghana markets remain subdued leading up to their election. 
Egypt remains the bright spot in Africa, however, it also has a challenging road to recovery while dealing with the impacts of 
COVID. The manager rescued cash, deploying it to battered names in the market such as Eastern Tobacco, Helios, MCB and 
SODIC. The manager added new names Aradei from an IPO, BAT Kenya and Taqa in Morocco by selling down Attijariwafa Bank 
for diversification.

    AFRICA FRONTIERS  – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS

The portfolio returned -14.4% for the 12-month period ending 31 December 2020, underperforming 
the MSCI Emerging Frontier Africa Markets Index (excluding South Africa) by 6.3%. African economies 

have performed exceptionally well during the quarter but this performance masks large underlying issues. A rebound in equity 
markets was welcome and followed the global economy upwards as vaccine expectations were added to substantial stimulus 
packages. Local African markets also rose off a low base as they were particularly hard-hit earlier in the year due to COVID. The 
recovery rally in Africa was also mostly slower than the rest of the world as country-specific problems continued to hold back their 
perspective economic growth. Nigeria was an illustrative example rallying over 40% though this was largely driven by pension 
funds reallocating in Nigerian equities as their local bond market yields collapsed. The higher oil price was cause for optimism 
in Nigeria so there were some fundamentally positive drivers. Egypt contuse to be the economic leader in the region but had 
a negative quarter, highlighting the difficulties it faces in reigniting economic growth after COVID lockdowns have suppressed 
activity. This suppression has happened locally as well as globally which has been a major headwind for the demand of Egyptian 
exports, at the same time as local companies battle subdued local demand. Kenya had a good quarter despite concern over their 
high debt burdens. Corporate debt loss rations were poor but not as bad as expected. This was welcomed news for local banks, 
however, the debt issue remains a large challenge for the foreseeable future especially given the slump in global economic activity. 
Within the fund, Zimplats (Zimbabwean platinum miner listed in Australia) contributed 5% performance. Zimbabweans volatile 
currency crisis lead to a small recovery which caused local equities to rise sharply in US dollar terms. This was the basis for both 
Econet (Zimbabwean mobile wallet) and Delta (Zimbabwean brewery) to place second and third as contributors to performance.
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 INTERNATIONAL CASH  – NINETY ONE

The portfolio aims to preserve capital and provide liquidity and high income growth by investing in 
short-term notes denominated exclusively in the relevant currencies. Investments are restricted to 

highly-rated issuers with concentration limits. The maximum term per instrument is 12 months. As at the latest available dates, the 
portfolio’s weighted average term to maturity is between 41 and 48 days. Ninety One continues to remain cautiously positioned 
with the fund manager targeting a high percentage of A-1+ rated short-term securities to enhance the credit quality of the portfolio. 
The manager expects official interest rates to increase across major markets and, as a result, is tactically reducing the portfolio’s 
weighted average maturity.

Individual weighted average terms to maturity:
USD cash – 41 days
GBP cash – 48 days

    SOUTH AFRICAN FIXED INCOME  – PRUDENTIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 

The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) left the repo rate unchanged at 3.5% during its November 
meeting, stating that further easing was unlikely in the near term but hinting at increases in of the 

third and fourth quarters of 2021. On the credit ratings front, Moody’s and Fitch both downgraded SA’s sovereign credit rating 
further into “junk” territory citing concerns of SA’s fiscal strength. During the quarter, Prudential maintained their overweight in SA 
nominal bonds, and continues to favour longer-dated maturities even as bonds rallied. As of 30 December, 10-year government 
bonds yields were still elevated compared to their history, offering around 9.1% compared to 9.6% at the start of the quarter, and 
equating to an after-inflation (real) yield of around 4.1% (assuming inflation of 5.0% over the next decade). This is substantially above 
the long-run fair value assumption of a 2.5% real yield. These yields will more than compensate investors for the risks associated 
with the government’s precarious fiscal position and possible further credit rating downgrades. The manager kept the overweight 
exposure to inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) during the fourth quarter of 2020. The gap between ILBs and cash real yields continues to 
be very wide, with real yields on cash close to zero. ILB real yields are also attractive compared to their own history and the long-run 
fair value assumption of 2.25%. 

The Prudential Flexible Fixed Income Fund returned 7.55% for the quarter ending December 2020. As at the end of December 
2020, the Fund has a modified duration of 6.6 years and a Fund yield of 10.2%. 

     SOUTH AFRICAN FIXED INCOME  – CORONATION FUND MANAGERS 

The Fund enjoyed strong performance over the past quarter with returns ahead of both cash and 
bonds. The yield curve steepened aggressively, with the 10-year bond trading more than 200 basis 

points (bps) above the 5-year bond and almost 600bps above cash rates.  

At the end of December, shorter-dated fixed-rate negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs) traded at 4.8% (three-year) and 5.8% 
(five-year), tighter than the previous month. Yields on shorter-dated NCDs have lowered due to the significant interest rate cuts, 
recovery in bond yields and tightening of credit spreads. Short-dated fixed-rate NCDs continue to hold appeal due to the inherent 
protection offered by their yields and relative to the expectations for a lower repo rate. In addition, NCDs have the added benefit 
of being liquid, thus aligning the liquidity of the Fund with the needs of its investors. The Fund continues to hold decent exposure 
to these instruments with a higher allocation to fixed rate notes. 

The Fund continues to hold inflation-linked bonds in the shorter end of the curve as these are relatively attractive given that real 
yields remain quite high and the inherent inflation protection in these instruments. 

Inflation is expected to remain relatively well contained over the next two to three years, averaging around 4.5% over the period. 
This means one needs to see real growth of 3%-4% in order to generate nominal growth of ~8%, which is required to stabilise 
the nation’s debt profile. SAGBs, despite their rally at the end of 2020, still encapsulate a significant risk premium that provides a 
decent offset to the underlying fundamental backdrop. 
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Listed property has been the largest drag on the Fund’s performance. The current crisis will reduce rental income, put pressure on 
asset values, increase the cost of borrowing for lower-quality businesses, and test inexperienced management teams. It is entirely 
possible that most of the companies will require additional capital and that dividends are suspended to preserve capital.

The Fund’s current positioning correctly reflects appropriate levels of caution. The Fund’s yield remains attractive relative to its 
duration risk. The Coronation Flexible Fixed Income Fund returned 8.1% for the quarter ending December 2020. As at the end of 
December 2020, the Fund has a modified duration of 6.5 years and a Fund yield of 10.15%. 

  SOUTH AFRICAN CASH – FUTUREGROWTH INVESTMENT MANAGERS/PRESCIENT INVESTMENT 
MANAGERS (PRESCIENT) 

Investments within the cash portfolio have a residual maturity of less than 13 months and a weighted 
average, legal maturity not exceeding 120 days. 

The cash portfolio returned 0.97% over the quarter ending December 2020 and about 5.6% over the last 12 months, outperforming 
the STeFI three-month benchmark return of 4.8%. 

The Fund’s maturity position at the end of December was at 101 days. The Fund’s investments are well diversified across a number 
of issuers and instruments and are therefore considered less risky than a deposit with any one bank. 96.0% of the strategy was 
exposed to F1/F1+ rated investments, in other words, a highly rated investment.

     CORONATION ENHANCED INCOME AND FLEXIBLE FIXED INCOME

The Fund enjoyed strong performance over the past quarter with returns ahead of both cash and 
bonds. The yield curve steepened aggressively, with the 10-year bond trading more than 200 basis 

points (bps) above the 5-year bond and almost 600bps above cash rates.  

At the end of December, shorter-dated fixed-rate negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs) traded at 4.8% (three-year) and 5.8% 
(five-year), tighter than the previous month. Yields on shorter-dated NCDs have lowered due to the significant interest rate cuts, 
recovery in bond yields and tightening of credit spreads. Short-dated fixed-rate NCDs continue to hold appeal due to the inherent 
protection offered by their yields and relative to the expectations for a lower repo rate. In addition, NCDs have the added benefit 
of being liquid, thus aligning the liquidity of the Fund with the needs of its investors. The Fund continues to hold decent exposure 
to these instruments with a higher allocation to fixed rate notes. 

The Fund continues to hold inflation-linked bonds in the shorter end of the curve as these are relatively attractive given that real 
yields remain quite high and the inherent inflation protection in these instruments. 

Inflation is expected to remain relatively well contained over the next two to three years, averaging around 4.5% over the period. 
This means one needs to see real growth of 3%-4% in order to generate nominal growth of ~8%, which is required to stabilise 
the nation’s debt profile. SAGBs, despite their rally at the end of 2020, still encapsulate a significant risk premium that provides a 
decent offset to the underlying fundamental backdrop. 

Listed property has been the largest drag on the Fund’s performance. The current crisis will reduce rental income, put pressure on 
asset values, increase the cost of borrowing for lower-quality businesses, and test inexperienced management teams. It is entirely 
possible that most of the companies will require additional capital and that dividends are suspended to preserve capital.

The Fund’s current positioning correctly reflects appropriate levels of caution. The Fund’s yield remains attractive relative to its 
duration risk.
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     PRUDENTIAL FIXED INCOME 

The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) left the repo rate unchanged at 3.5% during its November 
meeting, stating that further easing was unlikely in the near term but hinting at increases in the 

third and fourth quarters of 2021. On the credit ratings front, Moody’s and Fitch both downgraded SA’s sovereign credit rating 
further into “junk” territory citing concerns of SA’s fiscal strength. During the quarter, Prudential maintained their overweight in 
SA nominal bonds, and continues to favour longer-dated maturities even as bonds rallied. As of 30 December, 10-year government 
bonds yields were still elevated compared to their history, offering around 9.1% compared to 9.6% at the start of the quarter, and 
equating to an after-inflation (real) yield of around 4.1% (assuming inflation of 5.0% over the next decade). This is substantially 
above the long-run fair value assumption of a 2.5% real yield. These yields will more than compensate investors for the risks 
associated with the government’s precarious fiscal position and possible further credit rating downgrades. The manager kept the 
overweight exposure to inflation-linked bonds (ILB) during the fourth quarter of 2020. The gap between ILBs and cash real yields 
continues to be very wide, with real yields on cash close to zero. ILBs real yields are also attractive compared to their own history 
and the long-run fair value assumption of 2.25%.

     CORONATION ABSOLUTE RETURN

During the final quarter of 2020, encouraging news around the development of vaccines against the 
virus, as well as the Biden election victory in the US, was welcomed by financial markets, especially 

in the emerging economies, where the new US administration is expected to move away from the trade war stance of the Trump 
era and pursue more trade-friendly policies. South Africa (SA) was no exception and experienced a strong rand and soaring stock 
market. The Fund was well positioned to benefit from these developments and posted an almost 7.0% return for the quarter, 
which lifted the one-year return to approximately 9%.

When the huge downturn came in March last year, the Fund was light in cash, especially in hard currency cash, which was the only 
real safe haven in that tumultuous month. Coronation however, stuck to their strategy and, in fact, added to equities over the rest 
of the year based on the very attractive valuations found in many listed stocks. The Fund’s exposure to listed equities, domestic and 
global, is the highest it has been for many years – a sure sign of the absolute and relative value seen in equities. 

The top contributors to performance during 2020 were Naspers/Prosus, Anglo American, platinum stocks Impala Platinum and 
Northam, as well as Altron. Detractors for the year were the bank shares Nedbank, Standard Bank and FirstRand, Sasol and MTN, 
as well as the listed property sector. However, the fourth quarter saw the beginning of a re-rating for some of the very hard-hit 
domestic shares that the Fund owns. As the rand started to strengthen and the gloom over the general economy began to lift, 
we saw a sharp rise in the prices of the banks, in particular. Nedbank and Standard Bank as examples were up 28% and 17% 
respectively in this period. Despite this recovery, they are still offering significant value. 

Within the global equity allocation, the Fund have benefitted from a reasonable position in Emerging Markets (EMs). With the 
prospect of a weaker US dollar remaining a high probability, given the US Federal Reserve’s position on rates and the Democratic 
Party-controlled house and senate, EMs should continue to outperform in the period ahead. Throughout the volatility experienced 
during 2020, Coronation retained their commitment to investing for the long term.

      NINETY ONE ABSOLUTE RETURN

Upon reflection, the year 2020 was a bizarre combination of human tragedy, economic disaster and 
financial market euphoria. In this environment, your portfolio delivered positive absolute returns. The 

local equity component was the largest contributor to absolute performance. Given the significant rotation away from growth and 
momentum towards more cyclical and value stocks, the portfolio’s consumer goods holdings; luxury goods maker Richemont and 
alcohol beverage company Distell Group enhanced absolute performance, as did the bank holdings Capitec Bank and Standard 
Bank Group. The local bond component added to returns as emerging market (EM) assets benefited from risk-on sentiment. In 
addition, carried by the upbeat global sentiment, the rand strengthened over the period, further boosting bond returns. The cash 
component was a marginal contributor to returns over the month. 

The offshore equity component detracted from returns. This was despite good performance from online bookings portal, Booking 
Holdings (on the assumption travel will pick up), financial company Charles Schwab (on steepening yield curves and increased 
flows) and lithography supplier ASML (on an improving outlook in the semiconductor space). Defensive staples and health care 
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holdings underperformed, such as Reckitt Benckiser, Nestlé and Roche. Holdings in ratings agencies Moody’s and S&P Global 
also underperformed, suffering from a slight de-rating in the rotation and weaker short-term forecasts for debt issuance in 2021 
following the strong year experienced in 2020. The commodities component, consisting of our holding in the NewGold Exchange-
Traded Fund (ETF) detracted from performance. This is unsurprising given the risk-on market sentiment.

Ninety-One’s Opportunity Fund’s preferred asset class remains global equity with a preference is for high-quality companies that 
have enduring competitive advantages that form barriers to entry and provide pricing power. Locally, the best opportunity remains 
South African government bonds. With yields of around 8.7%, these instruments offer higher risk-adjusted return potential than 
most local shares. While the manager has been increasing allocation to select local equities, Ninety-One remains cautious and 
believes the local equity market may not be adequately pricing in the risks that companies may face in the coming months. 

    SANLAM INVESTMENT MANAGERS (SIM) ABSOLUTE RETURN

Evidence of slowing growth in the global economy on the back of a resurgence of COVID-19 cases 
remained apparent in December. However, the S&P 500 Index continued its boom to the end of 

the year, putting on another 3.8%, and ending the year 18.4% higher despite the calamitous amount of damage caused to the US 
economy by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The mostly keenly anticipated economic release in South Africa in the month was the third quarter GDP announcement, as 
the market looked for a considerable bounce in economic activity following the unprecedented contraction of -51.7% seen in 
the second quarter. The number came out at a remarkable 66.1%, with the mining (+288%) and manufacturing (+210%) sectors 
being the star performers as they benefited from looser lockdown restrictions in the period. Lamentably, signs of a slowdown 
in growth in the fourth quarter have begun to show, even before tighter lockdown restrictions were announced, with the ABSA 
Manufacturing PMI for November moderating to 52.6 from 60.9 in October. 

The fund’s effective domestic equity position was higher in the month as a result of market performance, as well as the effect 
of our deciding not to roll a hedge on Naspers. The nominal bond allocation was marginally higher after a purchase. The fund’s 
inflation-linked bonds (ILB) allocation remained largely unchanged. The allocation to listed property increased after another 
month of strong performance by the sector. SIM rebalanced the allocation to offshore equities higher after the strong market 
performance of recent weeks in the presence of our protective short fence structures meant that this allocation had fallen below 
our preferred level. The allocation to international bonds, cash and equities was reduced slightly owing to the rand strengthening 
against the US dollar.

     CORONATION MANAGED RETURN

The Fund finished off the year on a strong note, with fourth quarter returns close to double digits 
thanks to a good recovery in local and global equity markets. This brought full-year returns to high 

single digits, which is a pleasing result given the extreme volatility experienced across all markets and asset classes in 2020.

Use of active protection strategies such as put protection and non-correlated investments as well as tactical increases in cheap 
equity and domestic bonds, helped the Fund weather the storm and deliver inflation-beating returns. 

Exposure to the resources sector, specifically Anglo American and Glencore, as well as the platinum miners, saw the funds deliver a 
stand-out year of outperformance well ahead of the benchmark. While the funds have been underweight more South Africa (SA)-
specific stocks during 2020, the manager reduced this underweight in the final quarter, and benefitted from some of the recovery 
seen in the very cheap SA specific stocks. These stocks remain cheap, given the very uncertain outlook for the SA economy for 
2021 as a second wave of COVID-19 infections has necessitated further lockdowns. Within the global equity allocation, the Fund 
benefitted from a high exposure to Emerging Markets (EMs). With the prospect of a weaker US dollar remaining a high probability, 
given the US Federal Reserve’s position on rates and the Democratic Party-controlled house and senate, EMs should continue 
to outperform in the period ahead. Coronation has remained very circumspect around property allocation, given the significant 
disruption that lockdowns have had on property usage and rentals. The manager has made some small tactical moves, benefitting 
from very extreme valuations, but overall the strategy has been to ensure very defensive allocations to companies with strong 
balance sheets.
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The asset class still offering good yield is SA government bonds. SA has one of the steepest yield curves in the world, where 
overnight money is earning 3.5% and 16-year bonds are still offering a return in excess of 10%. While markets are clearly worried 
about the fiscal situation in SA, the state of our fiscus is not significantly worse than many other EMs, and a lot better than many 
developed markets. 

Other alternative investments have also added to the Fund’s returns this year. The Fund has benefitted from commodity exposure, 
mainly platinum and gold, but also some smaller positions in copper. These investments are still in place and the manager expects 
there to be continued price appreciation. After a number of tough years, it’s pleasing to be able to have delivered a much better 
absolute return to clients. Given the yields and valuations in the current portfolio, Coronation expects to be able to continue to 
show good returns, well ahead of inflation for the medium term.

     PRUDENTIAL MANAGED RETURN 

During the quarter, the manager added to our US dollar exposure, selling rand as the rand 
strengthened against the greenback from around R16.7/US$ to around R14.7/US$ over the three 

months. This helped to further reduce SA-specific risks and added to portfolio diversification. Otherwise the fund remained 
slightly overweight global equities. The portfolios continue to be underweight the US market in favour of selected European and 
emerging market equities. Prudential remains underweight developed market government bonds. The fund is overweight US 
and European investment-grade corporate bonds and selected emerging-market government bonds, which offer much more 
attractive real yields. The best investment view in the portfolios continues to be overweight SA equities. SA equity valuations (as 
measured by the Price/Book value ratio of the FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX) were trading at around 1.6X at the end of December, up 
from around 1.4X at the beginning of the quarter, but still very attractive compared to the market’s long-term P/B average of 
around 2.1X. The manager has kept the substantially underweight positioning in SA listed property in the fourth quarter. This 
positioning reflects the significant uncertainty surrounding the outlook for the SA economy and property company distributions, 
as well as the relatively high debt levels in the sector. 

The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) left the repo rate unchanged at 3.5% during its November meeting, stating that further 
easing was unlikely in the near term but hinting at increases in the third and fourth quarters of 2021. On the credit ratings front, 
Moody’s and Fitch both downgraded SA’s sovereign credit rating further into “junk” territory citing concerns of SA’s fiscal strength. 
During the quarter Prudential maintained their overweight in SA nominal bonds, and continues to favour longer-dated maturities 
even as bonds rallied. As of 30 December, 10-year government bonds yields were still elevated compared to their history, offering 
around 9.1% compared to 9.6% at the start of the quarter, and equating to an after-inflation (real) yield of around 4.1% (assuming 
inflation of 5.0% over the next decade). This is substantially above the long-run fair value assumption of a 2.5% real yield. These 
yields will more than compensate investors for the risks associated with the government’s precarious fiscal position and possible 
further credit rating downgrades. The manager kept the overweight exposure to inflation linked bonds (ILBs) during the fourth 
quarter of 2020. The gap between ILBs and cash real yields continues to be very wide, with real yields on cash close to zero. ILB real 
yields are also attractive compared to their own history and the long-run fair value assumption of 2.25%.

    ALLAN GRAY MANAGED RETURN

The second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic has interrupted the global recovery following the 
severe economic contraction experienced during the second quarter of 2020. Domestic equities 

had a strong fourth quarter. Pleasingly, the rally was broad-based, with many of the shares outside of the mega caps staging 
strong recoveries, as many reported financial results that proved to be less bad than what was discounted into their share prices. 
Naspers, the largest position in the Portfolio, consolidated its strong performance year to date, as regulators in China announced 
investigations into certain perceived monopolistic practices in the Chinese internet and ecommerce market. Countering this was 
the continued strength in the iron price which is trading at elevated levels. This has benefited BHP and Anglo American. Allan Gray 
continues to prefer Glencore, which they believe will gain from commodity prices – other than iron ore – strengthening.

Low short-term interest rates continue to make it unrewarding to hold significant amounts of cash and, with the steep yield 
curve, the manager has allocated more of the fixed income to bonds with longer duration. This comes with greater risk. While  
attractive for investors, our high real government bond yields result in a very high cost of capital for local corporates in an economy 
with no growth.  

The opportunities that Allan Gray are finding (and own), are several holding companies that are trading at historically large 
discounts to their underlying investments. These include Naspers, Remgro, Reinet, RMI and PSG. 

ASSET MANAGER REVIEW
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The offshore portion of the Portfolio had a strong quarter in US dollar terms, benefiting from the beginning of a rotation into value 
shares from the large growth shares that have dominated the index. Global sovereign bonds are overvalued and prefer exposure 
to gold and hedged equities. The unprecedented fiscal and monetary response to COVID-19 has propped up spending in many 
large developed economies, making it hard to judge the true level of economic activity underpinning companies’ bottom lines.  
At some stage, the bill will come due, which may result in inflation and/or large losses in the bond market. While risk levels remain 
high, and experts seemingly continue to disagree on the best way forward in combating the virus, the Portfolio owns a selection 
of attractive domestic shares, many of which remain depressed when measured in dollars. Cheap multinationals, such as British 
American Tobacco and Naspers, alongside the offshore holdings, provide diversification from South Africa-specific risk.

From here, the Fund’s relative return potential could be unusually rewarding. Allan Gray’s approach struggles when cheap stocks 
get cheaper and expensive stocks get more expensive, but it has thrived when share prices converge back towards fundamental 
value. The current valuation spread has two sides. On the expensive side is a mixture of excellent businesses at full prices and 
overhyped businesses at ridiculous high prices. The shares held in the Allan Gray portfolio are now about as cheap as the market 
was then, and the market is now expensive. But if we focus on the current gap between the Orbis Global Equity Fund and the 
market, we see that our shares trade at a 30% discount, despite growing more quickly. That is an unusually big discount. One 
can never know what path performance will take, but from these valuation levels, the relative opportunity Allan Gray see in the 
Portfolio looks exceptional. 

      NINETY ONE MANAGED RETURN

For the quarter, the portfolio delivered positive absolute returns and outperformed the benchmark. 
The allocation to general miners, Anglo American and BHP Group, and platinum stocks, Impala 

Platinum and Sibanye-Stillwater performed well over the quarter.  Performance was further enhanced by holdings in South 
African banks (Capitec Bank, FirstRand and Standard Bank) and financial services provider, Sanlam. Offshore equities delivered 
solid returns over the quarter, with the Japanese equities and US banks position being notable outperformers and contributors 
to absolute performance. 

The stronger rand versus the US dollar eroded returns from the offshore component of the portfolio. Given the risk-on market 
sentiment, the defensive exposure to the gold miners weighed on absolute performance, as did exposure to British American 
Tobacco. 

Within the local equity component, Ninety One continued to increase their holdings in select cyclical exposures at the expense of 
more defensive exposures. They further trimmed gold mining exposure to take advantage of the attractive entry points in Impala 
Platinum and BHP Group, where the upside to market consensus forecasts remains high given prevailing commodity prices and 
the free cash flow yields are very supportive. The manager also took some profits by trimming the holding in British American 
Tobacco and Prosus, while topping up positions in SA Banks and The Foschini Group as the earnings revisions profiles appear to 
be troughing and valuation levels offered a good entry point. The manager also initiated positions in stocks with exposure in more 
cyclical commodities for the same reason. In the offshore stocks, the manager took some profits on European equities in favour of 
cyclical US and Japanese equities. Profits were also taken on the offshore investment-grade bond position. Ninety-One also sold 
down our exposure to the high-quality basket of names held, including paper from Apple, AT&T, and McDonald’s to mention a few.

The offshore allocation remains favourably disposed to equities, with exposure continuing to tilt more towards cyclical companies 
where earnings have appeared to have troughed and valuations are reasonable. Regionally, a positive skew towards Asia. The 
China growth story – the economic engine for the Asian region – remains more positive than the rest of the world. Most developed 
market government bonds have negative real yields and the front end of the bond yield curve is likely to be anchored by easing 
biases from central banks, while the long end could be affected by supply as countries will need to fund their fiscal stimulus 
packages. The manager therefore prefers other asset class opportunities which exhibit better risk-return characteristics. The local 
equity composition is well diversified, with a tilt towards select cyclical exposures, while harvesting gains on the more defensive 
exposures. Ninety One have maintained the material allocation to local sovereign bonds and remains the preferred play in the 
local fixed income spectrum.

BONDS

The All Bond Index returned a positive 6.7% for the quarter ending December 2020. Over this period, bonds with longer maturities 
(12+ years) returned 8.7%. Cash yielded 1.0% and inflation-linked bonds about 5.5%. The rand strengthened about 12% against 
the dollar over the quarter. For the 12 months ending December 2020, the local bond market has delivered 8.7%, cash 5.4% and 
inflation-linked bonds +3.9%.
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Old Mutual Multi-Managers is a division of Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited. 
Registration number 1999/004643/06. 

Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited is a licensed financial services provider (FSP 703), authorised in terms of 
the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 to furnish advice and render intermediary services with regard to 
longterm insurance and pension fund benefits as well as providing intermediary services as a discretionary investment manager. 
The investment portfolios are market-linked. Products are either policy based or unitised in collective investment schemes. 
Investors’ rights and obligations are set out in the relevant contracts. Market fluctuations and changes in rates of exchange or 
taxation may have an effect on the value, price or income of investments. Since the performance of financial markets fluctuates. an 
investor may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future investment performance. 
Personal trading by staff is restricted to ensure that there is no conflict of interest. All directors and those staff who are likely to have 
access to price-sensitive and unpublished information in relation to the Old Mutual Group are further restricted in their dealings in 
Old Mutual shares. All employees of Old Mutual Multi-Managers are remunerated with salaries and standard short-term and long-
term incentives. No commission or incentives are paid by Old Mutual Multi-Managers to any persons. All inter-group transactions 
are done on an arm’s length basis. Returns on these products depend on the performance of the underlying assets.

Acknowledgements: All graphs have been provided by Old Mutual Multi-Managers. Data Source: I-Net

Every effort has been made to ensure that this document and the products referred to meet the statutory and regulatory 
requirements pertaining to the manner and format in which information regarding financial products is presented. However, 
should you become aware of any breach of such statutory and regulatory requirements. please address the matter in writing to:

The Compliance Officer 
Old Mutual Multi-Managers 
PO Box 44604 
Claremont 
7735 
South Africa
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